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149 NEW STUDENTS COMPLETE ORIENTATION^ PROGRAM
ODDS and ENDS Fourth of College Faculty New Faculty
Appears in "Who's W h o " Appointments
Slowly but surely the mad and

dizzy pace of Orientation week has
ground to its inevitable end . . . to
be replaced with the equally harrowing Rushing and Ratting per
iod. Rumor hath it that this year's
Rats plan to live on raw meat and
any recalcitrant upper classmen,
so things may reach an interesting
stage if the upperclassmen decide
to bear down. All right, fellows,
come out of your corners now, and
no hitting below the belt!
We wandered through Chase
Hall one day last week, making a
casual survey of the newcomers
Unfortunately none had settled
down, so our Good Housekeeping
report will be deferred until a
later date. Rosa, the Chase Hall
patroness, also begs to be able to
suspend judgment for a few weeks,
"Dey awful messy and noisy," she
said, "but they's still flutterin'
aroun'—ain't got settled yet." It
is reported that Phinney, the life
of Chase last year with his con
stant jokes and carefree laughter,
will not return. Appropriate ceremonies are being planned.
To some entering students, the
kaleidoscopic whirl of lectures,
tests, registrations and social functions form a mental block that prevents them from doing little more
than going through the motions
this first week. They may be happy
to know this curse does not fall or
the greenhorns alone. Many upperclassmen have the same trouble
But some of them, on the other
hand, have no trouble at all in picking up where they left off. Take for
instance, Bud Hoover, Carrow Tolson, Mel Clanton and Wilse Whitehead, They have easily picked up
the job of compiling their current
book on advice to Freshmen, entitled, "How To Have Pun With
Your Clothes On ." Hoover predicts
it will be even a greater success
than their first work, "The Tiger's
Revenge."
Getting serious for the nonce (by
the way, what IS a nonce?) we'd
like to observe in passing that the
new stadium being built in Orlando
at Tinker Field will probably be
ready for the final game of the
year. Sports editor Pitman also regrets that no report is forthcoming
for the present on the frosh football team, except that it looks
plenty strong.
If the newcomers find this first
issue a bit perplexing in that it
mentions a host of people they
don't know, we can only apologize.
Little things like fraternity and
sorority columns will have significance for many of you in a week or
two.
We don't know how Christopher
O. does it, but the way that choir
sang last Sunday, with practically
no rehearsal, was a revelation. We
agree with Koussevitzky, another
great music critic. I t IS one of the
best choral groups in the country!

CAA Program to
Start Not Later
Than October 7
Freshmen Disappointed By
Exclusion From Pilot
Training This Year
The Rollins C A A Program for
coming year will get underway not
later than October 7, but many
Freshmen waiting to take the Civilian Pilot's Training Program this
year, are doomed to disappointment for applicants must have satisfactorily completed at least
one full year of accredited college
work. Their requirements for applicants are : (a) They must be
citizens of the United States.
(b) They must have reached
their 19th, but not their 26th birthday on or before Oct. 1, 1940.
(c) They must neither hold nor
have held a pilots certificate of private grade or higher.
(d) Applicants who are under
graduates still in college must be
fully matriculated for a degree at
the sponsoring institution.
(e) They must meet the physical
requirements for student Pilot certificates of Commercial C. P. T.
grade as determined by a designated Civil Areonautics Medical

Prexy Heads List Covering
All Fields; Literature,
Science, Art, Business
The biographies of nineteen members of the Rollins College faculty,
headed by President Hamilton Holt,
are included in the latest edition of
"Who's Who in America", bringing over 25 per cent of the Rollins
teaching body into the listing of
this country's most prominent men
and women.
Fifty-three lines in the new volume are devoted to an account of
President Holt's record of achievements as educator, editor, and
peace worker. Others representing
Rollins in the publication include
Dr. Winslow S. Anderson, dean of
men and professor of business economics; Dr. Edwin O. Grover, vicepresident of the College and professor of books; Dr. Thomas Pearce
Bailey, professor of philosophy,
psychology and ethology, and consulting psychologist; Dr. William
Henry Fox, member of the Board
of Trustees and director of the department of art; Alfred J. Hanna,
professor of history; Dr. William
Melcher, professor of business administration.
Also, Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, professor of American literature;
Willard A. Wattles, professor of
English and journalism; Dr. Jeremiah S. Young, visiting professor
of government; William F. Yust,
librarian; Edwin P. Granberry, associate professor of English; Miss
Virginia Robie, associate professor
of a r t ; Dr. John Martin, conference
leader and consultant on International Relations; Dr. Jessie B.
Rittenhouse, conference leader and
consultant in the a r t of poetry writing; Dr. George G. Scott, consulttant in zoology; Josiah Edward
Spurr, consultant in geology; and
James Madison Glass, professor of
secondary education.

(g) They must have written consent of parents if under 21 years
of age.
(h) They must never have been
disqualified from participation in
the C. P. T. program by Advisory
Board action.
This year's C. P. T. course will
be considered a substitute for physical education and will also be recognized as a regular part of a student's schedule in place of a seminar. The participants this year
won't be juggling schedules and
making last minute dashes to the
air-port in order to finish the program.
For a week the Freshmen have
The preliminary course for 1940- been oriented via the lecture-em41 of the C. P. T. program will be to-death route. Now comes the real
offered in two sessions, the first to fun: Rushing and Ratting; and, to
run from the opening of college un- make things worse, they'll come
til January 15. The program con- simultaneously. At the present
sists of two parts: (1) a 72 hour moment, we are concerned with
ground course and (2) a 35 to 50 the Rushing end of the deal.
hour flight course. The former
Rushing is a modernized form of
course will consist of Meteorology, the torture used by the ancient
Navigation and Aircraft operation, Moors during the Crusades and
each taking 24 classroom hours. later adopted by the Spanish for
The flight course consists of four use in the Inquisition. It has been
stages: stage (a) 8 hours dual, refined to a point where the effects
lasting 15 days; Stage (b) 5 hours are not visible or recognizable undual check and solo, lasting 8 days; til several weeks after the crime
and stages (c and d) both dual itself has been perpetrated.
check and solo, each lasting 18
The methods now used vary from
days. This makes a total of 59 days year to year and from fraternity
in which to complete all fight in- to fraternity, but the essence restructions for a private license.
mains the same. The process conOf the 30 students that received sists mainly of getting the proscontinued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 4)

Rushing Will Bring
Hidden Terrors of
Spanish Inquisition

Florida's Oldest College
Embarks on 56th Year
Strengthen Staff
23 States Represented
Changes in C h e m i s t r y .
Economics and Languages

Maser and Fischer
Studied in Europe
Three new faculty appointments
in various departments were made
for the coming school year.
Dr. I. Croom Beatty is the new
Chemistry instructor succeeding
Dr. Gilbert E. Moos, who resigned
his post as instructor in chemistry.
A graduate of the University of
the South at Sewannee, Tennessee,
with a Bachelor of Science degree

in 1935, Dr. Beatty received his
M. A. degree from Yale University
this month. Assisting in general
chemistry at Oberlin for two years,
and in organic chemistry for a
similar period at Yale, he was a
student of advanced qualitative
analysis, thermodynamics, colloids,
qualitative organic analysis and
special topics in organic chemistry.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Sigma Xi, and the American
Chemical Society.
A flying enthusiast, Dr. Beatty
holds a private pilot's license with
130 hours of solo experience.
Dr. Clifford E. Maser's appointment will strengthen the department of business, administration
and economics which has steadily
(Continued on Page 5)

Plans Formed For
"American Club" to
Discuss Democracy

Russell Theatre is Scene
to all Rats Annie
of Opening Ceremonies;

Well, Rats, it begins tonight! We upperclassmen don't enjoy ratting;
*n fact, it's one hell of a nuisance. We're pretty nice to sacrifice ourselves, though, just to take care of you youngsters who call yourselves
Freshmen; remember, we're doing this all for your own good.
There are lots of rules which the Rat Committee will explain, but
they may not tell you why these rules have been set up. There's a reason for each one. For instance, it is forbidden to walk on the grass or
handclasps and backslaps during rushing.
"Buttoning" limbers up the muscles of the fingers, thus facilitating
sit on the Horseshoe, because you might get ground-itch or poison ivy.
You'll carry matches too, ostensibly to light cigarettes of dissipated
upperclassmen; in reality, it's a safeguard in case you get stranded by
a sudden torrential rain over at College Point or on Genius Drive some
dark night, and have to build a fire to attract help. Rat Caps are really
becoming, especially on a 210 pound football player. So you see, these
rules are actually for your own good, which is the reason the upperclassmen go to all the trouble of enforcing them. Therefore, let's not
have any whimpering complaints that all upperclassmen a r e sadists.
There's one notion a lot of you Rats have gotten into your heads this
past week that you'll have to get rid of quick. You've had treatment
this past week the likes of which has never been handed to any Rat class
in the history of Rollins. You've been wined and dined and Treated like
kings by a hand-picked group of thirty upperclassmen.
There are more than two hundred upperclassmen who have returned
in the last day or two. They have been extremely disconcerted to find
a lot of strangers walking around the campus acting as if they owned
the place. You kids are still just rats; you've been here only a week.
In spite of Orientation Week you don't know a thing about Rollins
life, its traditions, customs, bull sessions, cramming, and stag swimming
pfcrties by moonlight. In spite of all the welcoming lectures you've
yawned through this past week you're not members of any "Rollins
family" until you've proved yourselves worthy. You're just Rats, and
the most despicable form of conceited, timid Rats.
The Rat Committee has the full support of the entire student body,
and that lake gets awfully wet about this time of the year.
The Rat Committee

Opening Convocation Trustees' Decision
To Be Held October 9 Causes Postponement
Of Student Co-op
Academic, Honorary Awards
For Last Year to be Made

The opening formal convocation
of the new scholastic year will be
held at 11:10 Wednesday morning,
October 9th, in the Knowles Memorial Chapel. Designed chiefly as
a matriculation function, it will
also be an occasion for the first
address of the current year by
President Hamilton Holt.
In addition to the impressive
convocation parade with the usually colorful regalia, the choir will
sing several anthems. Zeta Alpha
Epsilon, national honorary science
society, will announce its newly
elected members, and other scholastic honrs will be given.
Also at this ceremony, the PanHellenic and Inter-fraternity scholastic trophies will be awarded and
those elected to Phi society, freshman honors group, will also be anProblems,
Responsibilities, nounced.
The final part of the program
Future of Citizens to be
will be given over to the installaSubjects of Talks
tion of new faculty members, and
upper division students and freshPlans for the formation of an men.
American Club, first proposed by
Dr. Richard Feuerstein in an orientation address, are being considered
by several upperclassmen.
It is felt by these students that
a real responsibility lies on the
Saturday, June 15, was Rollins
shoulders of each and every citizen
to understand the place of democra- Day at the World's Fair. The facilicy in the world today. Dudley Dar- ties of the Florida Building were
ling, present spokesman for the made available, and the reception
and program took place in the atgroup said:
"We think that discussion groups tractive Governor's Lounge on the
led by members of our own faculty second floor, where punch was
or by distinguished members of the served from four o'clock on. An
community would be a profitable alumni meeting was held at five
experience for every Rollins stu- clock and at six-thirty Dr. Holt
dent. We could discuss such things and Peggy Conklin, '43, broadcast
short ten-minute skit over
as /The future of democracy', 'Our
responsibility as citizens of a de- WNYC. The radio skit was written
mocracy', 'Basic difficulties of de- by Captain Hartzell of New York
was purportedly a humorous
mocracy', or 'What do we stand for
in this democracy of ours?' Noth- inquisition by Peggy on why Dr.
ing is farther from our minds than Holt came to Rollins College.
to discontinue our present discusDinner was served to 86 of the
sion groups concerning internation- 180 present who wished to stay
al relations. We realize that the for the remainder of the program.
two ideas are interdependent and Unfortunately it rained
just
that they must be discussed togeth- enough to alter the original plan
er. We hope that all freshmen will for dinner to be served in the patio
aid us in this venture."
on theg rounds of the Florida
Notices concerning the first Building. Seats were taken for
meeting will be placed on the bul- fifty of the Rollins guests for the
8:30 show of the Aquacade.
letin boards at an early date.

Phi Mns Promise Improvement Over Opening
Week at First All-College Dance October 26

We tried our best to get the dope
on Rollins and the draft, but with
registrations still incomplete and
The introduction of the Class of are to give their all-college dance
everything up in the air, it was 1944 to Rollins social life was ac- October 26 at Dubsdread Country
just no go. More of this next week. . jmplished this past week through Club. This promises to be a gala
the medium of two dances— strict- affair with all the usual trimmings
Evidently those marriage courses ly informal—and several teas— of an all-college formal and several
will be bolstered with some very strictly formal and nearly as bor- surprises. We heard a rumor the
practical and experienced students ing as usual. Considering that all other day that a new costume was
this year. No less than three Rol- Rats are naturally allergic to each to be substituted for the traditionlinsites have returned with brides, other and to all upperclassmen, al tuxedo for men and evening
none of whom was blushing when these were quite fair dances. The dress for women. It seems that the
last seen. Clax Kraus, Dave Faile number of wallflowers and non-par- Phi Mus, being of a belligerent turn
and Jack Harris are the lucky men! ticipants was only about twice the ] of mind and wishing to keep right
number of those who danced, talk- jup with the times what with the
or drank punch; the punch was j war and everything, had decided
Out of the class of 1940, Joe Jusworse than Beanery dishwater to give an air-raid shelter dance,
tice, Al Swan, Jimmy Coates, Lillian Conn, Lolo Johnson, Jeanne (some sort of a record for Rollins); and have everyone come in appro„.id
any intoxicated or intoxicants priate dress: steel helmets, gas
Brantmann, Polly Chambers, Virginia Staples, Jane Richards, and were kept carefully under cover masks, flannel nightshirts, etc.
However, the added expense of
_nn Mitchell and Tommy Phillips when in the general vicinity of
the right properties—exploding
lave said "I do." And that's not faculty members.
The Freshmen have had rather bombs, falling shrapnel, anti-airill. Chip Chisholm, '42 and one of
;he Gunn boys (we refuse to take a „ poor introduction to social life craft guns, bombers, fighter planes,
•hance in naming him) were mar- here at Rollins, but that was the etc.—decided them against such a
•ied. Chip married Ruth Schoena- fault of the situation and not of the plan. In spite of the defection of
nann but we didn't catch the name people concerned; they can look this glowing proposal, the Phi Mu
if Mr. Gunn's frau. And our X forward to the formal side of Rol- dance promises to be a fitting openlins with more hope, for Phi Mus ing to the Rollins Social Whirl.
(Contmued on Page B)

An Open Letter

Action on the proposed Student
Store has been deferred for the
present by the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees, it
was learned recently.
Late last spring a move was
started among the students to established a book store on the campus for the use of the students.
Plans were practically completed
when notice came from the Board
of Trustees to defer action. While
the Board does not at all oppose
the idea of a college store, they
agreed unanimously that there
were so many other "irons in the
fire" in these hectic times that the
students should not start it this
fall.
Endorsing the viewpoint of the
Board, Treasurer E. T. Brown in
a letter to Dudley Darling, head of
the movement said,
"There are so many complications that have arisen in the past
few weeks in regard to preparedness, conscription, and taxation
now before Congress the college
administration will require every
(Continued on Page 4)

Rollins Takes Over World's Fair For a Day;
Osa Johnson, Explorer, Guest of Honor
The program presided over by
President Holt and Nancy Cushman of the Board of Directors of
the New York Rollins Alumni Club,
included a short talk by Osa Johnson, explorer and author of the
best-seller, "I Married Adventure,"
Cecile Hulse Mattschat who wrote
"The Suwannee River," and just a
word by Blaine Cordner, actor of
stage and radio. The World's Fair
selected Osa Johnson to be the
Fair's Guest of Honor on that day,
so Rollins was doubly honored.
The guests, numbering around
180, were from alumni clubs from
Washington to Boston, from the
undergraduate body at Rollins,
mothers and fathers of prospective
students and these prospective students themselves, several former
faculty members and guests invited from the Florida Society of
New York.
Clementine Hall, '30, of New
York City was in general charge of
arrangements for the day.

Classes Start Tomorrow

Lectures, Tests and
Dances Are Featured
Rollins College began its 56th
academic year last Thursday morning as an entering class of 149
freshmen and transfer students
from many parts of the country reported to the Registrar's Office
for room assignments and registration permits.
The new group assembled in the
Annie Russell Theatre for the first
time to be greeted by college officials. Speakers included President
Hamilton Holt, J. C. Robinson,
chairman of the Rollins Associates
of Orlando, H. W. Caldwell, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce
of Winter Fark and a member of
the Rollins Board of Trustees, and
representatives of the Student Association.
Entering students swung into
their full five-day program of orientation events on Friday, starting the day with an assembly in the
Annie Russell Theatre where they
heard an explanation of Rollins
teaching methods by Dean Winslow
S. Anderson. Other events for the
day included a science placement
test an orientation course in character hygiene, chapel choir auditions for women, an assembly at
7:30 in the Theatre for a discussion
of college opportunities and responsibilities led by Dean E. C. Nance,
and an informal dance in the
Strong Hall patio at nine o'clock.
Throughout the remainder of the
week, students were engaged with
placement tests, social attitudes
tests, physical examinations, tests
for college automobile licenses,
meetings with their faculty advisers, and with registration for their
fall term courses.
Upperclassmen were due to arrive this morning, October 2, for
registration, and all classes will
meet tomorrow.
President Hamilton Holt returned to the campus on Tuesday to begin his 16th year as leader of the
Winter Park institution which annually attracts a large proportion
(Continued on Page 5)

Rollins Rats Show
Intelligence in
Placement Tests
Orientation Week Exams Are
Nothing But Fodder for
Egos of Brainy Rats
Placement tests taken by entering students last week show that
Rollins again has a freshman class
that rates higher than the average
frosh class throughout the countryIn the English placement test, taken
only by freshmen, thirty-four per
cent fell into the upper quarter
based on national norms. Eighteen
per cent of these, or twenty-one
students were in the upper ten per
cent.
The Survey Test in Natural
Sciences, taken by both freshmen
and transfers, resulted in thirty
per cent landing in the upper
quarter. Of these, four students
made on the hundredth percentile;
this means that no students who
took this test in any college made
a better score. In this same test,
four entering Rollins students
made on the ninety-ninth percentile, and three were on the ninetyeighth.
Language tests were not given
this year. They will be given individually in classes to those who
need them. Also coming up are intelligence tests, which will be given
in a couple of weeks.

ROLLINS

Freshman Class is
Biggest and Best Yet

Dixon Yard Tries New Members of Choir Fill
Novel
Method of Shoes ot Grads Capably
Admissions Director Beams
With Joy Over R a t s
Sopranos — Felicitas Lenning
Transportation Group Opened Season Last Nancy
Lee Regan, Jean TwachtAll Complete
Sunday; Will Make Several man, Nary Anthony, Betty Foley.

Annual Woodstock Reunion Improvements
Goes Otf With Usual Bang To Campus Are
Conservatory is
Headed Towards
Successful Season

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2. 1940

SANDSPJJR_

Students, Grads, Professors
Give ' A n i m a t e d M a g a z i n e '
Skit; New Faculty Present

The biggest and best Freshman
Trips Throughout State
class to enter Rollins since the adop- Junior Comes to School From
The finishing touches to
New York in Fifty-Six
tion of the Unit Cost Plan in 1931
ber
of
campus
improvements
made
Foot
Ketch
"Caprice"
was
introduced
to
college
customs,
Alumni, faculty, undergraduates,
The Rollins College Chapel under
the direction of Christopher O.
trustees, prospective students and at Rollins College during the sum- activities, and academic highlights
parents gathered at Sunset Hill mer are being rushed to completion last week. Wide-eyed and wonderLast week, Rolli ns College stu- Honaas opened its activities for
this week under the supervision of ing, they came from all over the
summer home of President Holt, or
dents arrived her' - by numerous the year last Sunday in the KnowGeorge C. Cartwright, superintend- country to take that head-long
August 17, to wish him a happy
methods of moderi . transportation les Memorial Chapel; the anthem
Christopher Otto Honaas to birthday and to enjoy the informal ent of grounds and buildings, and plunge into a new life among
-by plane, train, auto, bus, and for the service was the Cherubic
George
C.
Cartwright
Jr.,
his
asLead Musicians Onward to fellowship of these summer reand entirely strange people,
some even by the ' thumb" route— Hymn by Bertiansky.
sistant, in preparation for the inBigger, Better Things
Dean Arthur D. Enyart presided flux of students still arriving for gradually became less and less but F. L. Dixon Yard, Rollins junThis year, the Choir lost only
ior from Scarsdale, N. Y., and var- seventeen members out of the total
over the informal meeting which the opening of the College for the strange.
followed a picnic luncheon held on current year.
Director of Admission George C sity crew member, got a head start membership of sixty of last year.
Extension courses at the Rollins
on them all by arriving from New With an excellent group of entergeneral beautification of the Holt sat in his sanctum-sanctorum
College Conservatory of Music will the shore of Roseland Lake. Dr.
ing students trying out for posiCarnegie Hall rubbing his hands York via a sailing vessel.
begin on Thursday, October 3, the Clifford Maser, new Business Ad- campus proper has included the reOn Tuesday, September 10, the tions in the Choir, the coming year
glee and emitting gurgling
date of the first meeting of all ministration professor, was intro- planting of the grounds surroundlooks as though it will be more
56-foot
ketch,
"Caprice",
skipper
duced;
Bruce
McCreary
of
Louismds
of
joy.
Not
only
was
this
ing the Knowles Memorial Chapel
college classes, it was announced
Kentuck, received the "long and the Annie Russell Theatre and year's class the biggest in nine ed by Captian Bob Murdock lifted successful than all previous seatoday by Professor Christopher 0.
sons.
Honaas, director of the Conserva- distance" prize. President Hamilton of the Chapel Garden. Campus years it was also the "nicest look- anchor from Port Washington, N
As is their annual custom, thi
Holt was then introduced and spoke workmen have also re-built the
ing and academically the best in Y., with its two-man crew consisttory.
ing of Yard and Jack Thompson Choir will make several trips
In making his announcement, of general conditions for thi
liege tennis courts, improved the the last four or five years", deProfessor Honaas pointed out that lege and also of the political and playing areas at Harper-Shepherd clared Mr. Holt between sighs of of Maitland, docking at Sanford throughout the state and sing in
many opportunities for the study of world situation. Prexy asked that Field and repaired the grandstand, justifiable admiration for his cre- nine days later. The sailing trio the annual Christmas service and
music will be afforded citizens of all Democrats who were going to re-built and resurfaced all campus ation, and his face lighted up as made the trip from Port Washing- Bach Festival, both of which are
ton to Hampton Roads, Va., in a held in the Knowles Memorial
Orlando, Winter Park and neigh- vote for Willkie, stand and be roads, and have placed a number of he gave us the following figures:
cord time of 47 hours by riding Chapel.
1939 1940
boring communities through the ex- awarded a prize (a glass elephant) new stones recently secured from
Although there are still many
tension department this year. to the Democrat who received the the birthplaces or formi
Total New Students .
165
173 the tail-wind of the tropical hurriCourses to be offered indued in- most applause — Fred Hanna re- famous men and
New Boarding Students 108
144 cane at that time raging the seas. new students to have their Choir
struction in piano, voice, organ, or- ceived the elephant!
New Day Students
57
29 They took the intercoastal water- auditions, the alto section has alWalk of Fame.
chestral instruments, music educa120
132 ways for some smooth sailing from ready been noticeably bolstered.
Re-decoration of the interiors of Freshmen
Following President Holt's talk
Hampton Roads, coming again into Following is the new membership
tion, composition, and conducting,
old campus dormitories has been a
under the direction of distinguished a group from the New York Rollins major summer job, with new furniGirls
58
63 high wind and rough water on the at present on a prebationary status
members of the Conservatory fac- Club presented "The Road Tour of ture and equipment added to many Transfers „
45
41 trip from Morehead City, N. C, to only:
the Animated Magazine". Accordulty.
Total New Applications 229
255 Jacksonville.
ing to the announcement, because student rooms. A new fire alarm
Among the highlights of the voyThe following members of the
system has been installed in all dorthe famous personages fell by the
age, according to Yard, was the
college music staff will be availmatories for women, and all stuwayside, the tried and true profesBoss: "You should have been glimpse of ten of the over-age
able for private lessons: piano,
dent residences have had a thorAmerican destroyers on their way
Helen Moore, Walter Charmbury, sors took over. President Holt ough house-cleaning and general here at nine o'clock."
New Employee: "Why ? What to Canada, and the catch of a QVzEmelie Dougherty, John Carter, (Mort Lichtenstein) presided, Pro- sprucing up.
foot
Marlin off the coast of Jackhappened
?
"
—Mercury.
Sally Hammond; voice, Bruce fessor Wein berg (Nat Felder)
Other new improvements include
Dougherty, Mabel Ritch; organ, kept order, Mr. Brown (Dudley two new office rooms added to
Herman F. Siewert; violin Gretch- Darling) presented the financial Pinehurst Hall, the enlargement of
en Cox, Walter Trampler; violon- statement, Professors Bailey and the sculpture studio and remodelcello, A. Kunrad Kvam; bass and Pierce received honorary degrees ing of the art studio on Ollie Avewoodwind, Gene A. Sturchio; com- (Davitt Felder), Professors Uphof nue, new roofing on the practice
position, John Carter; orchestra- and Feuerstein met for a chat studio of the Conservatory of Mution, A. Kunrad Kvam; music edu- (Davitt Felder and Mort Lichtenand on Lingerlong, an overflow
For Fall Sports
cation and conducting, Mr. Honaas. stein) and Dean Enyart (Rod Mac- dormitory on Osceola Avenue, and
The Conservatory office will be Arthur) interviewed a new student the installation of new lighting
open for registration of applicants (Boyd France). Throughout the equipment in the Annie Russell
Adorable one and two piece
between the hours of ten to twelve program of the Magazine, a mes- Theatre and several administrastyles in Wool Jersey and
Movie and Still Cameras
and two to four, each day except senger boy ketpt bringing tele- tive offices.
Rayon Jersey, in many lovely colors.
Saturday and Sunday, and from ten grams in rhyme from "absent pro1039 N. ORANGE AVE.
ORLANDO
to twelve on Saturday morning. fessors."
Always plenty of parking room
Information concerning rates may
After much visiting and chatting
be secured upon application.
Le by one reluctantly told Prexy
and one another goodbye promising
to meet again soon in Winter Park.
NEW S T U D E N T S !
Another Summer Reunion was
Interested in becoming members
of the Rollins College Marching
Band, report to Recreation Hall,
For Underwood Portables
"Do you know what the oi
Wednesday, October 1, 1940, at said to the airplane?"
CALL
^ H ^ ^
4:00 P. M.
It didn't say anything—it just
waved."
Yellow Jacket

Alt os—Lucille David, Nancy
Thurman, Louise Sargent, Harriette Maguire, Elaine Racklin, Naomi Ferguson, Susanne Turner.
Tenors—Bob Matthews, Howard
Walters, Percy Hubbard Jr., Lamar
Simmons, John Bistline, Tom MacCaughelty.
Basses—Richard Sewell. Gone
Sturchio Jr., Frankli n M. Cist,
Frank Grynkraut, Folke Sellman
Jr., Bill Millner.
Members of the executive committee and officers of the choir
for this year are: Wallace Mac.iar—President; Presly Wetherell
Student Director; Lois Weidner
Secretary; Betty Berdahl—Social
Secretary, and Bud Waddell—Publicity Director.
ALL STUDENTS
Inte sted
;u'ti>
the
ties and committees of the
Knowles Memorial Chapel including the ushering staff will
meet in the Frances Chapel,
Wednesday, October 15, 1940.
7:30 P. M.. when the activities
will be explained and the committees formed.

Fall Fashion "Musts"
For Smart Wardrobes!
economical prices, too.,

Freshmen, let us develop your films
and your acquaintaince!

Bowstead's Camera Shop

COATS

FROCKS

5.98

6.98

Exclusive Patterns

7.98

1 4

95
to

24H

WELCOME ROLLINS STUDENTS

•

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange

O'Brien's Pharmacy
02

your nearest drug store
FREE DELIVERY

Taylor and Edwards

Successors to Gary's Pharmacy

WELCOME ROLLINS
COME IN

The Rexall Store

HONE 96

Rollins Press
Store
•

Stationery

WINTER PARK

HELLO, ROLLINS !
for extra prompt and efficient service on

•

School Supplies

•

Greeting Cards

home or auto radios, call phone 115

LAIRD RADIO SERVICE
'

Our best wishes to

Work called and delivered
Typewriter Headquarters

Rollins College

19 E. Pine St.

McCallum Stockings
As a special feature Louis'
offer a large selection of
SLIGHTLY
IRREGULAR
McCALLUM HOSE, Regularly priced 1.35
£* ^ , —
at only
W W w

Orlando

The imperfections
hose are so
slight that

Phone 4822

SPORTS JACKETS — In the
smart new Torso length;
shown in both Plaids and
Solid Colors. Priced from 5.98

Rollins Textbooks
and
Stationery

PINAFORES—Of Velveteen,
Gabardine, Wool Crepe, and
Corduroy. Pricod from

THE BOOKERY
Phone 282-W

2.98 to 7.98

a girl? You'll get one when you JIy_! You'll get
GcrazyOTplenty
of 'em. Blondes, brunettes, redheads—all are
about flying—all go for the fellow who can treat

HOUGH'S
Food Shop

•

AT WINTER PARK
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

CANNON-MILLS AIRPORT
"Orlando's Private Flying Center"

Phone 520

E. Park Aye.

BLOUSES — To grace any
skirt or Pinafore. Made of
softest Wool Jersey, Rayon
Jersey, and Satin.

them to this greatest thrill of modern times!
We can make you a pilot quickiy and economically.
Then all you have to do is to call That Certain Girl—lead
her to your plane—or rent one of ours—and from then
on, friend, the sky is the limit!

Florida Aero and Supply Co.

QUALITY FOODS

these

SPORTSWEAR
SWEATERS — Tricky little
styles
in Zephyr
Wool,
French Angora, Shetland, and
Bulky Knits; also suede
fronts.
Cardigan, Slipover
and Twin Sets are shown.
Priced from
1.98 to 15.00
SKIRTS—Leading contenders for Pall Honors in Plaids
and Solid Colors of Corduroy,
Llama Strook and Zephyr
Wools. Priced _ 2.98 to 5.98

Welcome
Students

E. Park Aye.

FLORIDA BANK

Exclusive patterns
Imported ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
tweeds, and Camels I
Monotones,
lovely
plaids, high shades,
as solid colors.

Sales and Service
All makes used typewriters

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY
One the opening of the Fifty-sixth
year of the growth of Winter
Park's greatest "industry", we
extend our congratulations toPresident Hamilton Holt and the
College for their past years of
achievement.
May the year ahead see even
greater accomplishments for Rollins in her efforts to keep out in
front as a leader in the educational world.

A few of the new colors this
season are Indian Earth, Soldier Blue and Khaki Green.
Black, as always, is smart
and is shown in many unusual
combinations.

mmmmmmmmm!$.

Priced

. 1.98 up

LOUIS'
Air Conditioned

JL.

"The Shop Smart Women

Air Conditioned

Prefer"

ROLLINS
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SANDSPUR

134 in Conservatory
JAs Music Majors
JTune Up For Year
•* The Rollins Conservatory, startling a new year under the direction
' of its capable director, Christa*pher Oscar Honaas, is looking forw a r d to another even-more-successIful year.
Colman and Ginger starred in
The new season finds no changes
"Lucky Partners" at the Colony,
*in the faculty, but with nine new
Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
^students added to twenty-five old
Dualing two of the screen's more
^students returning this week. The
brilliant stars for the first time,
new students are: Lucille David,
"Lucky Partners" presents Ronald
6
Jacksonville;
Naomi
Ferguson,
Colman and Ginger Rogers in the
'Durham, North Carolina; Elizabeth
stellar roles.
* Foley, Binghamton, N. Y.; Felicitas
a
Lured from their holes in Chase Hall and Cloverleaf by the bewitching pipes of Allan Anderson, Orlando photographer, the Rollins freshman class were caught by the
Cast in tailor-made parts, ColLennig, Daytona Beach; Albert
yesterday on the lawn of the Annie Russell Theatre. They're a pretty good looking bunch, despite what you see here and we hope the Rat Committee doesn't issue a
man depicts a Greenwich Village
*Nassi, Orleans, Mass.; Louise Sarindictment against them for trespassing on the grass.
artist, while Miss Rogers portrays
*gent, Lowell, Mass.; Clayton Griml
a store clerk in the New York art
stad, Eusis; William Millner, New
Notable new and welcome note is
colony. A platonic honeymoon trip
Rochelle, N. Y.; and Howard WalMiss Frances Perrotet ('40) as defor the two stems from a partnert e r s , Clermont. Old students in the
partment secretary.
ship purchase of a sweepstakes
lower Division include:—Josephine
The building has experienced ticket and produces the merriest set
To Play for Home Games and
tiCaruso, Richard Cerra, James
liberal improvements. The old of sparkling situations seen this
At Tampa, Stetson, Miami
By Tom MacCaughelty
the color and spirit of the place.
fliGunn, Doris Hogan, Elsa Jensen,
glassed porch has been expanded to year.
I suppose by all the rules this This Yankee is enough of a rebel
iJames River, Winifred Oren, John
form a rather roomy T-shape
Spring Byington, Jack Carson
The Rollins College Marching
^Powell, Alice Jane Shearouse, scribble should begin upon a hum- to be impressed by the "big ole"
and the shed which used to and many other noted players have
dAlyce Stuckie, Warren Windham. orous note, but my first impression Cyprus trees with the moss hanging Band enters its third year of exflank the Sculpture
S t u d i o important roles.
Bigger and better in everyway,
llUpper Division students are: Syl- of the South and the people in the from them, and the Spanish type istence this fall with better proshas been built into a fine, large
isvia Haimowitz, Marelle Haley, South was not a ludicrous one but a buildings surrounded by spiked pects than ever before. Mr. Gene the Art Department is headed for addition. As yet the new room lacks
lErika Heyder, Betty Hubbard, Lu- friendly one. I've never breathed a palm trees—to say nothing about A. Sturchio, Director, announced great things in 1940-41.
a heating unit but a handsome one
that
there
will
be
a
gain
of
some
Both
in
personnel
and
plant,
this
more
friendly
atmosphere.
If
you've
the
resilient
lawns.
verne Phillips, Marion Russ, Anne
ten or twelve members, making the year will find a changed art de- is on the way. Also anticipated is
JSearle, Daphne Takach, and Lois seen Penn Station in New York
No account of impressions can
an automatic water cooler. Many
and can compare the bustle and afford to omit one's impressions of prospects for a forty-five piece partment. Returning after a year's
aWeidner.
lockers have been provided, and an
hustle of that place with train time people. However misleading they band very good. As in previous absence, Mr. Hugh McKean will
PORTABLE
/
antechamber for the washroom. All
* Members of the faculty include
here in Winter Park, you'll get my maybe, appearances make the first years the band will be made up of succeed Miss Robie as director of
[ TYPEWRITERS /—_-_.
the Director, Christopher Honaas,
both high school and college stu- the department. Miss Robie, how- painted in French gray and white,
point.
impression. Without a hint of a
the
entire
interior
not
only
enjoys
John Carter, Walter Charmbury,
ever will rejoin the staff during
Since I've got you mentally be- doubt Rollins has the most com- dents.
a new, pleasant homogeneity, but
Gretchen Cox,. Bruce Dougherty,
CALL
This fall, the band will support the winter term. Mr. Rae has gone each room looks oddly larger.
Emelie Dougherty, Sally Ham- tween New York and Winter Park, manding collection of feminine pulthe Tars at all home games and the North, as announced last May, to
mond, Arnold Kvam, Helen Moore, I might as well give you my im- chritude ever brought together on
This work has been financed
games at Tampa, Deland and give more time to his professional
pressions
formed
on
the
train.
To
one
campus.
No
matter
what
your
Mabel Ritch, Herman Siewert, Gene
from the Fiesta proceeds of last
Miami. The personnel is not as yet work.
Sturchio, Walter Trampler, Mau- begin with, I'm disappointed be- passion; blonde, brunette, or red
The remainder of the department May, and executed under the guiddefinitely made up and the officers
rice Wade, and the Secretary of the cause we didn't hit any cows. From head, fella, she's here! I though I
will
continue
as
of
last
year,
with
ance of Superintendent of Grounds,
for
the
year
have
not
been
elected.
what I heard I had expected to see knew the only edition with dark
Conservatory, Flora Magoun.
There are rumors that this year Miss Ortmayer in charge of the Mr. George Cartwright.
the tracks lined with dead carcas- dark eyes and hair to match, but I
ses, and the live cattle along the wasn't in Winter Park half an hour will see the drum majorettes dress- sculpture wing— which is now
English Instructor: "Are you way however, I still believe they when I spotted the author's edition, ed in new finery, and that the about twice as spacious—Mr. Johnsmoking back there, Mr. Wells?"
band will have a mascot in the son sponsoring Beanery murals and
commit suicide. I'd rather be kill- more beautiful than ever.
Wells: "No, sir; that's just the
form of a Winter Park girl who conducting numerous other coursby a train than to starve to
I'm sure that a scientific test of walked away with all baton twirl- es as well, and Mr. Burns teaching
fog I'm in."
Yellow Jacket. death myself. By the way, some
first year drawing and painting.
of the colored people I saw as we this southern atmosphere would ing honors in recent contests.
passed weren't much better off than show in addition to 0 2 N 2 Co 2,
the cattle. The only well nourished etc. — friendliness and beauty,
We welcome old and new members of the Rolones were wearing striped suits which are to me real elements deRollins Headquarters for meeting friends
sirable for healthful respiration.
and leg chains.
lins Student Body and Faculty. You will find
In other words "I sho' do like it
when you are shopping in Orlando
If the abject poverty (which I down heah!"
the same good quality merchandise here that
and
Let McEIroy's develop your films
could not help seeing any more
(Editor Note—Mr. M's brogue is
you found in your good stores at home. We
than I can honestly help mention- evidently undergoing major alterAgents for Eastman Kodaks
invite your charge account as well as your cash
ing) was unpleasant, other fea- ations—Sho* Nuff!).
Elizabeth Arden Cosmetics
now
tures of the deep South did more
business. We carry a good stock of wool
Sheaffer Pens
Candies
than enough to make up for the
Located at
ROLLINS PENNANTS and banners. Pep up
unpleasantness. Of these features
Prof: "I believe you
naturally the Rollins campus is class yesterday."
the Rollins Spirit by using more pennants.
125 S. Orange Ave.
Orlando
foremost. The pictures in the cataStude: I know I didn't, old mai
Opposite Hamilton Hotel
Make
yourself at home here when downtown,
Established 59 years
logue, fine as they are, don't catch not in the least."
—Pell-Mell.

Here They Are —The 1940 Model of the Lowly Rat!

Freshman Disappointed by Low Cow MortalityBand to Have Ten or
Twelve More Members
Rate; Other Florida Impressions Favorable

Department of Art
Undergoes Changes
During Summer

J fO* ROYAL/

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange

Welcome

NOTICE
Postal Telegraph
Cable Co.

.

308 E. Park Ave.

McELROY'S PHARMACY

at our newly remodeled store.

RAY GREENE

HAIR DRESSER

— Rollins Alumnus

New Hall BIdg.

Real Estate Broker
Tel. 400

WELCOME ROLLINS

Andre

Park Ave.

524 E. Park Ave.
Phone 218

We wish to extend a hearty welcome to Dr.

The R. F. Leedy Co.
Hamilton Hotel BIdg. Downtown

Phone 282-M

Holt, the Faculty and Student Body of
Rollins College

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Avenue
Mrs. Geo. H. Grim, Mgr.

Welcome Rollins!
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3rd - 4th
ROBT. MONTGOMERY in "HAUNTED HONEYMOON" also
"YESTERDAY'S HEROES" with JEAN ROGERS

SAT. - SUN. - MON. — OCTOBER 5th - 6th - 7th

Welcome to the Old
Welcome to the New

THE VARSITY

You who know Simpson's and
love their beautiful things, and
you who are — new and just arrived — Come in and receive
our welcome. We have all
kinds of sportswear, formals,
dinner clothes, dresses, coats,
wool slacks, wool suits, skirts,
blouses, sweaters and millinery.

— ADDED SHORT ENTERTAINMENT —
"SOCIAL SEA LIONS" — PETE SMITH ODDITY
"FRESH VEGETABLE MYSTERY" — CARTOON
•
PATHE NEWS
•

TUESDAY AMI \\ EDMSDIV _ OCTOBER Sth - Oth

LUM and ABNER in "DREAMING OUT LOUD"
also — NOVELTY

Winter Park's Most Modern Soda and Sundry Shop
Formally Opened Tuesday to the
Rollins Student Body
OWNED AND OPERATED BY JIM AND PATSY COATES

Sodas —
Sundaes
—
Sundries
Complete Luncheonette Service
Free Delivery

•

Curb Service in Rear

•

Phone 9176

•

COMEDY

•

NEWS

S M O K I N G
IS PERMITTED IN THE BALCONY FOR THE
PLEASURE AND CONVENIENCE OF
COLONY THEATRE PATRONS

ROLLINS

SANDS PUR

Gearing Rollins to National Defense

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 19 4o '

Campus

CAA Program to Start

Camera

Not Later Than Oct. 7
Trained man-power for national defense is needed today
more than ever before in the history of our country. Events
* YOUNGEST
(Continued from Page 1)
of recent months prove unquestionably that this training
WEATHER MAM
must be highly specialized — in aviation in the handling of
their Private certificates from Rol.
Associated Cblle6iate Press
IN
"THE
U.S.
IS
STANLEY
machines, in chemistry, all phases of radio work, etc.
lins training program, last year
PETERSON, U OF NORTH
Rollins College has an opportunity to take a leading position
Distributor o£
six have entered or are contemplat.
DAKOTA FRESHMAN .WHO
in national defense training. Here is why:
ing entering higher fields of
Cblle&iate Di6est
HAS CHARGE OFTHE
AVIATION — The municipal airport at Orlando, four miles
ation.
Louis Bills is stationed .
FEDERAL STATION ON
Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press
from the campus is one of the best in the country. The recent
basic Army Air Corps Field; Bruce
THE CAMPUS. HE TAKES
removal of the Army Air Corps' 23rd Composite Group from
Edmunds
is entering the Air SerOBSERVATIONS
AT
6A.M,
TELEPHONE 187
Maxwell Field to Orlando makes the latter field an official
NUN. 6PM.ANDMIDNKHT/
vice of the Navy; Wes Hausman
army airport. The climate ideally affords all year flying.
is enrolled in the Boeing School of
Under the Civil Aeronautics Authority's program, Rollins stuAeronautics; Jack Keller and Jeff
National Advertising Service, h e
dents this spring made one of the best records of any college
College Publishers Representative
Kennedy are planning to enter
operating under the C.A.A., with only one failure out of thirty
Pensacola; Merlin Mitchell has <
enrolled. Rollins has enrolled for training an additional forty
tered the Army Air Corps. As well
five students this summer, the quota allowed, out of over one
as
these men, four students of last
i the United States $1.50 i
hundred applications.
year's program, Hil Hagnauer,
A Rollins Aviation Committee is being formed to expand
Halph Harrington, Jack Keller and
November 24, 1925. at the post office at Winter Park, and supervise training in both ground work and in flying.
Entered as second cl_
Jack Wagner, were a w a r d e
More students can be accommodated when college opens the
scholarships during the summer j
end of September.
advanced training programs. £
P . R. KELLY
CHEMISTRY — Special chemical training is required for
the time of publication, no defingas defense, for explosives, for the development of synthetic
E D I T O R I A L BOARD
ite news can be given as
substitutes,
and
in
the
general
mobilization
of
industry.
Rolwhether the school will be able to
. T E D PITMAN
Shorts Editor
lins, due to the growing reputation of its chemistry departONE-THIRD O F I H E
give the advance course. But all
JACK C. LIBERMAN
ment, is well equipped to train specialists in theoretical and
ENTIRE COLLEGE
upper classmen who are interested
A L D E N C. MANCHESTER
Managing Editors .
POPULATION OF THE
practical chemistry useful for national defense purposes.
in the preliminary course should
P A U L C. HALEY
U.S. IS WITHIN A 5 0 0
RADIO — Rollins has always taken a leading position
DOROTHY H U G L I
file applications immediately in
Women's Sforts Editor .
MILE RADIUS OF
among colleges in radio work. The station WDBO of the Co- SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
writing at the office of the Dean.
BUSINESS STAFF
lumbia Broadcasting System originated on the campus, then
LARGEST ROTCARD
J O H N GIANTONIO was moved to Orlando as a commercial station. One of the
Business Manager
TO SO THROUGH THE
M. K. HARMON, JR. few college short wave stations, W4GMN, was erected in 1939
Advertising Commissioner .
Trustees' Decision
US. MAIL WAS SENT
on
the
campus.
The
college
is
prepared
to
undertake
specialRITA
COSTELLO
Circulatu
TD FRED WARMS BY
Causes Postponement
ized radio training for national defense, and many students
OPSALA CDLLESE STUare eager to get into it.
DENTS REQUESTING HE
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
WRITE THEM A SONG/
(Continued from Page 1)
CONSCRIPTION — Students are urged to complete regisUnassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
sided, assiduously lenaeious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name tration and in the event any student is conscripted, satisfacounce of energy in dealing with
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, tory arrangements will be made between student and college.
these new and changing situations
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be In fact, the President has urged college students to remain in
during the next few months. So,
found ufon investigation lo be among the extraordinary qualities of college.
from the standpoint of the college
Those who enroll in these courses preparing for national
the Sandsfur.
as a whole which, as you know,
defense may take them as part of their regular work. Stuparamount, I believe the decision of
dents will be selected after careful examination, and, of course,
the Trustees is wise, although I am
By PEGGY HUDGINGS
only with the permission of their parents.
Speaking of Rollins . . . .
sorry not to get this started even
Dusting
off
the
tag-ends
of
sumoke
to
these
oft-gazed-upon-rats-of
In addition to the courses described above, Rollins is placWith such vital and impressive questions as the present ing great emphasis on teaching the Spanish language, Latin- mer conversations, and straighten- -all-classes eyes. Several we might in a small way."
World War, rearmament, the draft, the national election and American history and geography, with a view to preparing ing the new fall rumors, we find mention as being outstanding, althe new Rome-Berlin-Tokyo axis looming large on the hori- young men and women to take full advantage of the now under the fuzz in th>
tho' it won't do them any good with start one here . . . if Rollins needs
zon, the temptation to start off the new year with some pressing and increasing necessity of Pan-American solidarity. bunch of faded corsages, a small the Rat Committee . . . are Allison anything it's a college band to play
weighty editorializing is great. But we're going to push aside
wedding
bell,
and
a
well-thumbed
Hearn
(good old Irish name, that) at the dances . . . you all support
The college has no intention of fostering militarism in any
national and international affairs for this one week and stick form, but it would be remiss in its patriotic duty if it did not copy of Time magazine. . . . If you the junior transfer from Arlington Bill, please.
in our own back yard.
welcome the opportunity to do its full share to prepare its weren't around during the summer Hall . . the Kaintuck girl and quite And then congrats go to another
Naturally enough, we want to join the chorus of welcome to young men and women for the defense of their country as well months, you missed a lot of lov< a horsewoman we're to believe. rat name of Grynkraut who seems
the new students, both freshmen and transfers. It looks like as for any emergencies ahead. In any event, they will be matches, and we aren't talking ten Then there's Gloria Goode, who is to be an artist of some talent . . . if
a good entering class; the girls are well-groomed and pretty equipped to win an important place for themselves in one of nis: There was the marriage of Ph NOT the sister of Carl . . she has they exist, Rollins gets 'em!
and the men seem more mature than some frosh classes we the most dynamic branches of modern industry.
We wonder if Toy Skinner's lei
Mu V. Staples . . . of musician Sam- a red Ford V8 that's quite popular.
can remember.
>m the man in Hawaii ever came
my Gunn . . . the engagement of . . and there's the much-lauded
(Reprinted from the current Rollins Alumni Record)
Sunday like it was supposed to
We're not going to dole out any advice to the newcomers;
Betty Stevens . . . and the romantic Pauline Betz, who mentions beat. Toy sets a great store by that
life, at college or at home, is a highly personal affair and it's
elopement of Patsy Clark and Jim- ing Helen Jacops as casually as we
a pretty safe bet that what is true for one person, may prove Speed Demons Please Note!
my Coates, the new Varsity
talk about the Horseshoe sprinklers flower ring . . . and obviously by
untrue for another. In short, although you've been deluged
Cupid had a brisk season.
. . Fred Hall from Toledo has al- that man.
r
Sooner or later every year, the question of safe driving And then there was that
with homilies and parables this past week, in the end you'll
e noted a few promising jitterready been voted Mr. Esquire, so
have to make your own decisions for the greater part and comes up at Rollins. This year's new drivers seem to be in capade of the slug-nutty duo, Rod we'll pass him by temporarily . . bugs among the newcomers . . . ont
the
"sooner"
bracket.
From
the
way
some
of
them
zoom
judge things according to your own standards.
McArthur and Boyd France who and Phil Reed, who's cursed with that was especially recommended
While we shy off from writing any handbook of conduct around the campus streets it's apparent they'd sooner live a rated pictures in Time and in the looking much like his big brother by a masculine upperclassman was
for freshmen, we still want to make a few general notes on quick, fast life with an abrupt ending.
New Yawk papers thanks to their Ted . . if that's any curse . . then a small gal from Manchester, N. H.
Seriously, though, the campus is not a race track and no combined imaginations . . . from there's Howard Walters, who's the who goes by the name of Ann . .
life at Rollins which may help you in meeting some of your
problems. Admittedly prone to inaccuracy and personal bias, matter how glamorous or powerful it makes you feel to trod all we've heard, they must have answer to any maiden's stare. Kay more power to her.
heavy
on
the
accelerator
we
think
a
word
of
caution
is
adthey shouldn't be taken for eternal verities.
done a mental rumba. . . . and per- Wooward and Emilie Gautier from
Gertie Musselwhite spent th<
haps you heard that young "Woo" St. Louis are a cutie-pie twosome. summer taking extra courses ir
Rollins is essentially a village, a small, compact community visable.
Florida driving, as you may have already noticed, has its Wootten has left Orlando and Rol- Wanted to know dept: Who be- bugology in Michigan . . . seems
of some five hundred students and instructors. It offers all
the advantages of communal living, but exacts some of its own peculiar hazards. We have no really heavy traffic here, lins to take up residence in Char longs to the tomato juice convert- as how she's so interested in it
? And what is the name of the she even spends her vacation learnresponsibilities, too. In the first place, although things may but we do have roads bordered with soft, treacherous sand lotte, N. C , and maybe you know
seem very confused to you now, we believe you'll know a little and the roving cattle that clutter up the highways take a about lil ole Betty Ann Hubbard's pretty blonde who drives the cream ing more.
trip through the west and north- dream ditto?
something about everyone on the campus by the time you yearly toll.
The latest is that Dick Verigan,
True, the roads are straight and well paved, but several west this summer, and we know
leave for Christmas vacation. Even more important, they'll
our whiteheaded boy, has acquired
upperclassmen can testify to the very real danger if just one you've seen those chic cradles for For two candidates for the of all things, a pipe organ . . . what
know something about you.
of
your
wheels
gets
over
that
borderline
into
the
sand.
There's
the
foot
that
she
brought
back
swing-bracket how about choosing he's planning to do with i t . . . since
You will become acquainted shortly, with the famous Rollins
grapevine system of communication, a marvel of efficiency. a sickening lurch, a squeal of brakes . . . well, then it's in the from Hollywood. . . . and of course, I Loves Ya, Honey, But Your it's minus the pipes, we can't imnobody is in the dark about what Feet's Too Big!" and "Fifteen agine somehow.
If Joe Doaks scratches his face shaving at 7:45 Thursday hands of the gods.
Its a lot of fun to have a car down here, but don't forget hip-slinging Toy learned in Hawaii. Minute Intermission, Boys!"? and Boyd France has at last consentmorning, it's a safe bet that the whole campus will be able
for the more suave swing, con- ed to give the real lowdown on this
to tell you what kind of a blade he was using and how bad we have a college traffic committee. Last year it was pretty Bob Burns, incidentally, has made
heavy handed with some offenders. We hope it won't have some sketches already of Toy in
"Handful of Stars", "I Give summer's trip . . . BUT he insists
the cut was by Thursday noon.
You My Word," and "There I Go" . on a big audience, so he is asking
In other words, Rollins people are interested in one another. to bear down again this year, but if it does, be sure it isn't action.
all swell hot wax P. S. Get Dick (pd. adv.) for a hale and smarty
When they travel, they stop off and visit one another. When on YOU!
More news of other peepul . . . Wesson to give his version of "The agent to publicize him. Applicants
they're separated, a stream of letters flows back and forth.
Jane Miller left Sunday for New Correct Time" . . . the tobacco auc- apply under the next table.
This Rollins family you've been hearing so much about isn't
York to be a recluse for at least tioneer's song!
a mere figure of speech. It's an actual informal organization. Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum nears Completion;
Did You: See the pics of Pat
half the winter . . report has it that
And another item we might men- Laursen in Life? . . meet t
Rollins is a democratic community, with a republican form
3 working on a novel that's to tion: Little girl rats do NOT ask
of government. Naturally, politics rears its ugly head often Change in location draws adverse comment
charming French lad who's
deal with life at college . . and a fellow rats, and most especially upbut for the most part things go along pretty smoothly.
campus? . . go to the first movie
card from Marge Chindahl, who's perclassmen to do things by sumIn the past, snobbishness and an overbearing manner have
the awful rain? know that Jt
not been open sesames to anything on the Rollins campus. We The new Beal-Maltbie Shell Mu- Among the comments heard on the teaching school in Sarasota this moning them with "Boy!" . . that Gregg spent several evenings with
eum is being rushed to completion new location, which seemed on the year, says that she would welcome
11 have to be attended to in good the celebs in Hollywood ? . . knows
hardly think they will become fashionable this season.
company
from
home,
and
that
so
old rat court fashion, we fear.
that Clax Kraus and his bride are
As for the sorority-fraternity question, that's another big i anticipation of the Winter tour- whole to displease the student
teaching is oke, but kids ARE
thing you'll have to decide for yourselves. First impressions ist season. The magnificent collect- body, were the fact that it cut off far
We make a motion that the here? . . know that Dick Wesson
of shells and marine life was the view from a good many diff- ornery. The chat of the campus . . freshmen get Buddy Satan for their was taking some action shots down
may be deceiving and you'll have a tough job making an unin
the
old
stoodents
ranks,
anyhow,
biased decision in the hectic days of rushing that are about to given by Dr. J. H. Beal, and the erent directions, that it complete- is the success of Deede Hoenig dance, and a motion like that com- to the depot the other aft? . . hear
funds for the building that will ly hid the Dyer Memorial and
begin.
ing at a time of year like this is that Marian Russ gave a very well
.e the collection by Mr. B. L. dwarfed it terribly from an angle, (Corlett . . she's using her other
thing less than a command. He received recital a few weeks ago
Well, there's a lot more we could say, but this is already
name now) this summer at the
well past the proper length for a good editorial. We might Maltbie, both long-time friends of and that it brought the expected Band Box Theatre . . she got some es more with hoopla than we've in Tampa? . . hear that poetess
stream of tourists right into the
heard since the last Glenn Miller Betty Miller was not to be back
say in parting that it's considered in good taste to perform Rollins, last spring.
very
very
dandy
reviews
and
is
this year? . .
your ratting duties cheerfully and in a spirit of fun. Finally, At the time, it was announced middle of the campus and right planning to do some plays in the program.
the first term is the big issue here, not the third term. A good that the museum would be built on under the windows of the unfor- Metropolis this winter. Our own Love's young dream seems to Anyway, here is some of it until
plot of ground directly across tunate girls in Pugsley.
initial impression helps a lot with your professors. We'll be
have
been
really
a
pipe
dream
for
next week . . . the Pan Hei tea is
personal wish of luck goes to Deede
the street from the Annie Russell
The building is expected to be
watching you!
who was one of the best furnishers Al Nixon and Janie Ruth Fairchild slated for today . . . and rushing
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An Orchid for the Maintenance Crew
There may be bigger colleges than Rollins, with more impressive heaps of masonry and towering spires, but we challenge anyone to find an institution that is kept in better condition in every respect than this one.
When we say every inch of this entire campus is gone over
with a fine comb in the summer months we mean every inch.
Walls, floors, lavatories, windows, furniture, closets, doors,
shrubs, bushes, trees and lawns all receive their portion of
careful attention.
It's a real tribute both to the administration and the students themselves that things are kept in such tip-top condition that even the oldest buildings reflect the labor and money
expended on them. The Rollins students in the past have been
extremely careful, we think, in helping to keep things looking nice. Naturally, there are some accidents every year and
walls will get scribbled on and tack-decorated, but on the
whole, it's been pretty good.
So we pause to pin a posy on Treasurer E. T. Brown and his
able and diligent assistants, the Cartwrights. They do a hard
job well and faithfully and we take off our hat to them!
A meeting will be held tomorrow, (Thursday)
afternoon after Beanery in the Sandspur office. AU
staff members are asked to be present, as well as
all new aspirants for Sandspur positions, including
freshmen and transfers.

Theatre and the Knowles Memorial
Chapel. Imagine then the surprise
of the student body on arriving at
Rollins and finding the building
rising in a totally new and unexpected corner of the campus.

DUST

opened about November 1st and
ews last year . . not to mention . we understand that they're just
thereafter
admission w i l l
be
being the applauded asset of the X-rays of sunshine to each other
charged to tourists who may wish
Annie Russell. . .
to view the collection, one of the
Our wishes for success go to
finest collections of
But back to the bread and butter frosh Bill Millner, who had his own
shell form in the world.
present . . the rats on campus look orchestra up north and wants to

and ratting . . . have both started
. . . the next week will be a trifle
busy.
Remember old sees all, tells all
is around again, so mind your dust!
T. DUSTER

FACTS YOU NEVER KNEW! 11
^ E F E M A L E WATER SPIDER IS THE WORLD'S CHAMPION
^OIVER.SAyS'NATORAlHISrofiVMAGAZINE...
^SHE SPINS AN AIR-PROOF SAC WHICH SHE
''FASTENS BETWEEN THE STEWS OF PLANTS, _
jAND PROVIDES AIR FOR HER YOUNG BY CARRYING ,
IDOWN AIR BUBBLES FROM IHE SURFACE AND REJLEASIHG THEM INSIDE THE AIR-PROOF WEB.

By Bob Dart
W-HEAOED FISH ARE BY NO MEANS RARE .ALTHOUGH
J THEY DIE SHORTLY AFTER BIWH....INABILITY TO GET AROUND
k SWIFfLY(WHICH PREVENTS THEIR COMPETING FOR FOOD) LAYS
^THEM OPEN TO ATTACK...ONE MUSEUMSPECIMEN/cUfllBERT/
kTHE GREAT" LIVED 1 . YRS.,HAVIKfi BEEN misep PRIVATELY BY/
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'A RUINED1

\ELVIN cJ
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V ) B L £ E * T H E SINGING POET*, HAS SUNG
196,000 PARODIES IN THE PAST SEVEN
YEARS AT *THE WIVEL" IN NEW YORK.,
k LEE ANSWERS QUERIES FROM THE
kAUO|ENCE IN EXTEMPORANEOUS
VERSB.
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ROLLINS
SANDSPUR
Jimmy Coates, Rollins '40, Now Runs the "Varsity"
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Prexy's Nose is Kept to
Grindstone all Summer
Spends "Vacation" Lecturing
Throughout NewEngland
A college president's work
never ended. Prexy is back at
school after spending the "vacation" months hard at work for Rollins. He lectured all over New
England, talking to service groups ;
Kiwanians, Rotarians, and so forth,
telling of Rollins and the conference plan. Probably many of the
new students and their families
from Boston, Hartford, Springfield
Providence, and the other large
New England cities, have learned
of the Rollins plan through these
addresses; lectures of this sort are
valuable to the college not only because they obtain new students,
but also because they give people
a better idea of what Rollins is tryng to do 'way down here in Florda; and we all know how woefully
gnorant many Easterners are
about the type of work we do.

FIVE

$

New Faculty Appointm e n t s Strengthen
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

increased in popularity among both
men and women students during
the past few years. With the addition of a new faculty member in
this department, it is expected that
several extra courses in business
administration will be available to
students this fall.
Dr. Maser is a graduate of
Swarthmore College, and completed his work for a Ph. D. degree a1
the Universities of Cologne and
Bonn in Germany in 1936, receiving Magna Cum Laude honors at
his graduation. In 1937 he studied
the courses in business administration at the University of Vienna,
and has since been employed as
Executive Assistant with Carobronze, Ltd., in London, where his
major duties consisted of the adjustment of wages and economic Yes, the attractive store pictured above is now in the capable hands of Jimmy, who just graduated in June.
Assisted by his wife, the former Patsy Clark, who attended Rollins last year as a freshman, Jimmy has
In addition to lecturing, Dr. Holt problems brought about by the deadded many new features and is all set to become the Howard Johnson of the South.
looked after the academic and fi- valuations of the currencies in
European
countries.
nancial interests of the college by
between the Spanish Inquisiti
talking with alumni, meeting imA third appointment is that of
and Rushing is not quite clear
portant educational heads, and get- Rudolph Fischer as a new instrucshould wait until after pledging
ting in touch with prospective stu- tor of Modern Languages.
when
it will be made only too clear
dents. According to Dr. Holt, the
Mr. Fischer is not new to Rollins
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
to him.
college was never in better shape College, as he was here from 1928
both academically and financially. to 1930, as an Exchange student of its student body from northern pect slightly woozy and gloriousWe have the largest entering class
i Switzerland. He received his
ly happy and then giving him a
id eastern communities.
in Rollins history, and a large num- Master of Arts degree in ComparaAs usual, Dr. Holt directed col- long talk on the advantages to be
ber of returning students. Endow- tive Literature here and then re- lege affairs from his summer office gained from joining the local chapments and gifts to the college have turned to his native country where at his Woodstock, Conn., home dur- ter of Sigma Sappa Phoo or Phi
(Continued irom page 1)
been generous. But there is a pos- he continued his studies.
ing the vacation period, and also Diddle De Dum.
sibility of a snake appearing in this
While in Switzerland, he taught devoted much of his time to speakThe only thing that the rushee
Club correspondent tells us Ollie
Garden of Eden; the European war
the State and commercial schools ing engagements throughout the can remember the next morning
Wittmer is also spliced. Egad, suh
threatens to throw a monkey of Basle and studied English and East.
through the dim haze of his headIt's an epidemic!
wrench into the machinery which German literature, piano, voice,
The cosmopolitan atmosphere of ache is the happy feeling he had
was about to create a Rollins mil- theory, and conducting. He also the student body will be even more the night before and the name of
lenium. Academically, we are like- majored in the Cello. Like a true pronounced this year, according to the fraternity whose inducements
Gwen Henry, pretty Infirmary atly to suffer slightly from having Swiss, his favorite sports are figures released this week by the made him feel that way. The detendant, who used to raise mascuboys enlist in the service. Finan- mountain climbing, skiing, and ice Board of Admissions, with 23 sire to repeat that glorious feeling
line pulses to abnormal beats quite
cially there is even more danger;
states, the District of Columbia and once more is sometimes so great unwittingly, will no longer wreak
people having a nasty habit of
Rollins has been trying to get the Dominion of Canada represent- that the poor befuddled rushee havoc on the Rollins campus. Gwen
wanting to hold onto their money
In the entering class. Florida joins the fraternity with the best has gone, but in her place is Miss
Mr.
Fischer
to
come
over
here
for
when the dictators start promising
again leads the list with 53 stu- beer and then lives a long hard life Beatirice Bradley, of Orlando, who
they won't invade some small na- the past few years, but, because of dents, out of 149 already accepted, as a pledge regretting it.
promises to continue the wear and
compulsory
military
training,
could
tion. However, as far as Rollins is
coming from Florida high schools.
Anyone to whom the connection tear on the capillaries.
concerned, the outlook is not yet not get out of the country. This Other states with a strong repreyear he was successful since the
dangerous.
Swiss army has been disbanded be- sentation are New York with 25
Prexy managed to work a little cause Hitler is too busy to invade students, Illinois with 13, New Jertime for relaxation into his summer Switzerland, and France has been sey with nine, Ohio with eight, and
Massachusetts with seven.
schedule. He mixed business with conquered.
pleasure when he stopped at the
Your Jeweler with a Complete line of students' essenUniversity of Pennsylvania's bicenProf: Now, ladies, watch the
Sweet Young Thing: "I love you
tials, famous Parker Vacuumatic Fountain Pens,
tennial celebration, where he saw more than Life itself, or any other blackboard closely while I run
Alarm Clocks, Hamilton and Elgin Watches, sales and
F.D.R. and Herbert Hoover receive ten-cent magazine."
through it once more.
—Rebel.
service. Watch bracelets and crystals to fit any
honorary degrees. Entirely withwatch made, prompt service. Your credit is good here.
out ulterior motives, he attended
the Boston Symphony Orchestra's
festival in Lenox, Mass. At Suffield, he and his temporary secreGOOD FOR 90 DAYS
Opposite Colony Theatre
Phone 402
tary, Opal Peters (Rollins grad)

Just Write The

BUSINESS MANAGER
ROLLINS SANDSPUR
WINTER PARK, FLA.
Your copy will be mailed to you promptly every
Wednesday, on receipt of your order.

= COMPLETE CAMPUS COVERAGE

WELCOME STUDENTS . . .

SAVE THIS AD

saw Deedee Hoenig acting in a
summer theatre.
Except for these few intermissions, Dr. Holt kept his nose to the
grindstone all summer; which all
goes to show that being a college
president is more than an eight
month job.
"He was kicked out of school for
cheating!"
"How come?"
"He was caught counting his ribs
in a physiology exam."

Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
for typing
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
L. C. Smith and Corona
Typewriters

For a portrait 8x10 inches suitable for oil coloring and framing. Your choice from 4 proofs.
No appointment necessary for
sittings. Bring this ad and 89c to

39-43 E. Pine St.
Phone 3051
Orlando

You are welcome at the

Launderers •

COME HERE FOR YOUR

NEW TEXTBOOKS
and get a free set of book plates with your name

THE ROLLINS B00K0RNER
Between the Varsity and Little Campus

Let's Get
Together!
Come in and see us the first time
you're in Orlando for we have
lots of things to show you . . .
things to make your room more
livable — things to add to your
wardrobe. Let's get together —
soon!

YOWELL-DREW CO
The Fashion and Quality Store Since 1894

The Page Studio

152 E. Park Ave.

WINTER PARK

Winter Park

HELLO, ROLLINS!
Be sure and come in to see us — if its
only to say "Hello". We have a complete line of new Fall Fashions

Welcome Students of Rollins

I
\ LUCY LITTLE — "The College Florist"

Lohr-Lea

|

Phone 35

238 E. Park Ave.

!

!

I

WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS

i

day"

E . P a r k Ave.

P h o n e 12

FALL OPENING

Drycleaners

of the

• First y e a r men will do well t o t a k e a timely t i p

LITTLE GOWN SHOP

oxford shirts. T h e y ' r e designed expressly for college

and stock u p a p l e n t y w i t h b u t t o n - d o w n Gordon

202 E. PARK AVE.

Phone 49

We buy 'em — We sell 'em

SEA GULL GIFT
SHOP

"Clothes for every hour of the

AMERICAN

Bring us your

USED TEXTBOOKS

GROVER MORGAN — Jeweler

Greetings to
Rollins . . .

Desks and Office Chairs

O'Neal-Branch Co.

1

m

Rushing Will Bring
Florida's Oldest
College Embarks Hidden T e r r o r s

ODDS and ENDS

3

WILL BRING YOU THE
SANDSPUR EVERY WEEK
DURING THE CURRENT
SCHOOL YEAR

WELCOME ROLLINS

m e n — a n d tailored t o reflect casual correctness—a
c a m p u s classic for long wear a n d s m a r t s t y l e .

$0

789 North Orange Avenue
"See the Best Buick
Student Lamps
and
Extension Cords
Radios

Bennett Eelectric
Shop
Phone 434

E. Park Ave.

Mitoga—tailor ed-io-fit

Yet"

Sanforized-shrunk

NOW OPEN

Orange Buick Company

Braemar
sweaters

333 N. Orange Ave.

Orlando

ARROW SHIR TS and TIES

exclusive sportswear
Glenthistle
tweeds

R. C. BAKER
Outfitting College Men since 1925
at the corner, downtown
in Winter Park

ROLLINS

SIX

Little Vacation
For Library Staff;
Mrs. Shook Departs
When faculty and students scat
tered for summer holidays the library staff plunged into the strenuous duties of house cleaning, readjusting and moving.
Crowded conditions make
storage problem more and more
serious every year. This summer
3,056 volumes have been taken from
the main library to storage elsewhere, and arranged in shelf list
order, necessitating a vast amount

of checking and arranging book
cards and other records at the main
library. A large quantity of pamphlet material was also moved from
the main library and garage to our
storage space in Lyman.
Work in the book order and catalog department has been retarded
on account of so much moving, but
books requested by the faculty for
the fall term are ready for use.
Mrs. Shook left the staff to take
a position as librarian at the Polytechnic Institute Library, San German, Puerto Rico, the librarian
there, Miss Fanny Carlton, coming
to join our staff this summer.
Miss Lillian Eldredge, well known
Orlando has just joined our staff
and will be in charge of Reference

Andy's Garage
PHOTOGRAPHERS
PLEASE NOTE!
All students who have ever
snapped a camera shutter and
feel interested enough to show
your results please get in touch
with Dudley Darling, Editor of
The Tomokan. He plans to organize a staff of photographers.

•
Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

The

CAMPUS
BOOKSHOP
Welcomes
You

•
Textbooks
and
Modern Fiction

•

Old and Rare
Books

•

OPPOSITE COLONY
THEATRE

DATSON DAIRIES
Safe, Pasteurized Dairy Products
Orlando Phone 9835

Winter Park Phone 287R

148 W. South St., Orlando

THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP
Ken Winslow, '28
354 Phillips BIdg.

North of P. 0.

The Latest Books and Reprints For Sale
Large Selection of Florida and Winter Park Cards

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
Incorporated

A Florida Institution

Specializing in Quality Merchandise
Well Laundered
69 W. Concord Ave.
Orlando

J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
Phone 5861

Welcome Students
Old and New ! —
WE CATER TO COLLEGE STUDENTS

•
John Giantonio, Campus Agent

Storage Service

College Garage
"United Motors Service"
Phone 115

210 Fairbanks

•

S AN
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From Our Campus Correspondents

The SORORITIES
ALPHA PHI
By Janet Harrington
Everything's been
happening
thick and furious this summer.
Marge McQueen is returning from
the University of Minnesota, and
are we glad to have her back! On
the way down she stopped long
enough to be a bridesmaid at Betty Carey's wedding. Janet Harrington visited Alpha Phis in Syracuse, went to Camp Skaneateles and
still found time to win a roller skating prize. Betty Tomlinson rambled around the tri-state section of
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginig
Mary Trendle attended our Alph;
Phi Convention in Minnesota, and
came back all starry-eyed and bub
bling over with brilliant new ideas
She's also raving about North Bay,
Wisconsin. We wonder what the
attraction is. She even spent hei
last night in New York in a saloon
In case you're wondering, she had

. .

National Convention in Califo:
coming back via Chicago where she
visited Gracia and Ohio where si
stayed with Brock. Poor Grac:
not only had to pack and unpack
for school, but had to pack to move
to Detroit this September. Both
she and Brock are coming back, a
are Hester and Lolly, and Pat, wh>
has had very nice write-ups this
summer and gets Army and Navy
fan mail. Maybe skeet shooting IS
worth while.
Nancy Johnson and Jane Mc
Grath are both transferring to Wis^
consin, and Ginny Powers is going
back to Illinois. We'll miss them,
and we'll miss Marilee, Sally, Jane
Dorman, none of whom are coming
back. Tony isn't either; the ubiquitous Verg told us she is now going
to McGill. The last we heard she
was working in the Bank of Canada. Hmmmm—Can there be any
connection ?

ding early this summer . . . Flora I very glad to have her with us
I Harris worked in a Florida camp and that beootiful hair will make
i. . . while Rachel Harris taught life Ann look to her laurels.
As for those of us who are not
saving, swimming, and sech . . .
Betty "Knit-two, Purl-two" Win- back. A veddy long story.
Briefly, Marcia Stoddard
ton summered in Minnesota and is
going to business school in Chi- Traphagen Art School in N. Y. Kim
cago this fall . . . Carolyn Lewis Tilghman is at Randolph-Macon . .
and Betty Stevens had a wonderful Vicky Morgan is married and cook
trip to California and on to Lake ing for the X Clubber . . . Carl Good
Louise . . . Bert Schlegel tripped is going to bride's school in Washto California too . . . Rita Costello ington . . . Nancy Osborne will be
was out in Ohio for a time with her back at Christmas . . . Fran Smith
brothers, Tommy and George . . . is in Dayton, Ohio. Ellen Gross has
Jeanie Turner spent most of her returned to one of her other schools
vacation working with delinquent as she is studying under the two
children in Connecticut . . . And, of year plan. Polly and Gloria Young
couse, you've probably heard about are facing a hard year of fox-huntHelen Darling's trip to Nova Sco- ing, tennis, lounging and Bundles
tion with Trow and his group . . . for Britain. Laura Ripley is doing
Helen's roomie, Erika Heyder, folk- social work in Grand Rapids. So
danced, swam and sailed the sum- goes the merry flock.
mer a w a y . . .
Love,
PHI MU — SUMMER
Franchie
By Norine F a r r

Janie Ruth there for a week, after
which time she couldn't stand the
"home cooking" any longer and
went back to Winter Garden, — 0f
all places. And so ends the Phi
Mu merry-go-round!
CHI O CAPERS

Dear Sherry—
What is so blissful as a day in
October and Rollinsites (neophytes
and all) returning to the rainy
shores of Lake Virginia? While
we're on the subject of rain, to use
a hackneyed expression, a lot of
water has flowed under the bridge'
since I wrote you last, Sherry.
Watts and Ann attended the Chi
Convention at White Sulphur
Springs, but as yet I haven't been
to kidnap Watts from her
numerous duties long enough to
find out the proceedings. Septem>r 14th found: Marj Chindahl
tablished as a school-marm with
!" — everywhere, everywhere, I a brand new green convertible in
THETA TIDBITS
the question arises — "What did j th> Sarasota High School; Annie
By Jinny Morgan
'Time of Your Life". G
Both Bette Estes and Lolo were
you do this summer?" and "Did Kruse galavanting around Indiana
Van de Water spent the summer married this summer. Sorry, but
If anyone walked into the Theta you have fun?" Well, we'r
and Purdue (of all places); Alice
playing in the Woodstock Play we know nothing about our gradu- louse this week, he would undoubt- ception, so as far as we can
Elliott somewhere between Chicago
house, and we have a sneaking no ate school. As to Patsy Clark dly be frightened by the sound of dear ole U.S.A. has been a very and Florida; Aggie Chalker bangtion she played a little with ro Coates, of course she and Jimmy tis own steps creaking on the stairs good host to us.
ing around Lake City; and our
i. Anne Searle had a busy now run the Varsity (paid publicity . . but, as in every other year —
Now, the travelogue.
Marelle little Jo Caruso back in Orlando long
playing the organ and announcement — phone number comes September, comes Mrs. Banz- spent part of her summer in Geor- enough to say 'hey' and scoot up to
king Robert's heart. She is 9176). Seriously, we do think it haf with tales of a magnificent gia and found time to visit Shag
Gainesville for the Florida-Missisr, breakdowns coming south, Whittaker in Mississippi. Janie sippi game.
more a free woman. Lillian looks grand. We don't think we've
Ryan has been in a summer camp done badly on the returning crop; and with her, her very handsome Ruth ventured forth to Lexington,
Did you hear about the apat
least
we
have
five
of
our
major
and
personable
son,
Bert
.
.
.
but
teaching all the little children how
Kentucky, where she had one grand
Ginny
only for a week. Comes the whirl. Luverne, lucky stiff, was proaching marriage of
to be future Paul Reveres or maybe officers.
Eminent Arohon, Prexy . . . This our convention delegate, meaning Stout, Chi 2 years ago, or the new
bronco busters. You never can tell
KA
pin
that's
been
added
to
the
year June Reinhold will smash the that she had a marvelous trip out
about our versatile Lil.
GAMMA PHI BETA
gavel on our toes. Jinny Morgan to Glacier National Park in Mon- group ?
Well anyhoo, "Slap Bang Here
Ann,
Betty
Ann,
i
ind
I
dashed
By
Frances
C.
Montgomery
is
back
to
act
as
official
gavel
carWe Are Again", and awfully
tana and took in a bit of Canada
down to Tampa last month to see
rier (nee stooge). No one knows
pleased about it, because we know Dear Chum:
the side, also visited Barbara
Marian Russ and Sue Terry. Susie
that this year is going to be the
Gamma Phi Convention in June where Peggy McLean is, but she IS Bryant in Chicago. Norine spent
registered for room 201.
best < • at Rollii
the summer in York Harbor, Maine, was all agog over hei new job but
Washington, D. C , was a £
the day came to an unhappy end
and
to
and
fro
managed
to
visit
the
old reunion for the Alpha Mus
As Ted is here, need we say more
when we had to muzzle Marian to
PI PHITES
•e were about fifteen of u
about Janet Jones — who has been World's Fair, Boston, and Wash- keep her from talking about the
By Alice Newcomer
. . counting actives and recent ill recently, we are very sorry to ington. Jinny Fender, the ambilong distance phone call from up
Alias "Toughie"
!s . . . As a hostess chapter we report. Dark and lovely Connie tious one, attended summer school
Ashville-way. It was dreadful. 1
Smokey went to Nova Scotia provided entertainment for one eve- Childs, of Washington, will fill the in Washington, D. C.
h Lynn could have popped in
with Trow, a group of Rollinsites ning . . . a Jungle Banquet . . . and niche left empty by Carl's graduaLouise
Windham
and Alice about that time and given
some
some students from other an Aquacade in the hotel pool.
tion. We noticed Pat Guillow's Shearouse were the stay-at-homes, I f her helpful foolosphy.
0
schools. President Nancy visited
trunk
in
the
hall,
but
everyone
is
so
"Chum" Densmore, '40, busied
but the found plenty to do along the ' Bye for now, I'm off to : ee these
Mrs. Campbell in Atlanta for a herself at the Cape this summer vague about everybody else, one
line of entertainment, it seems, and : p e r k y freshmen before Ratting
couple of weeks. We presume the with Red Cross work . . . Just heard
hardly say except that she is Alice was selected for the College ] rears its ugly head.
attraction was that bald-headed ex- she's on the Executive Board of registered too. Ann Clark, if she
Board of Dickson-Ives.
Our formal is at Dubsd ad next
football player. Alice vacationed the Boston Rollins Alums . . . Betleave her dramatics long
Oh yes, you might be interested
in Asheville for a couple of weeks. ty Lamb vacationed in Massachugh to catch the 11:36 from to know that Daphne Banks and month so I shall write more then.
Bow
Trudie Musselwhite visited Jane setts for a time too . . . Eleanor Hartford, will adorn the lucky
Dot Ciccarelli have an apartment in
P. S. I forgot to mention that
McGrath in Wisconsin and attend- Rand visited in New Jersey for a room 207. Jane Russell will saturMiami, where Daphne's studying Betty Hall is reading Adam Laed Marquette University, then time, then Chicago, and home to ate the halls with Leonard's flowat the Max Fleischer Art School
spent a month in North Carolina.
Hampshire . . . Janie Balch ers. Transfer Catherine Saunders and Dot is cooking the steaks, be- zonga's latest, "How To Pitch WooBetty Knowlton went to the Pi Phi
a bridesmaid in an Iowa wed- from Beta Nu is here and we are lieve it or not! They entertained Dog Patch Style." When she finishes I'll send it on to you.

The FRATERNITIES

porter will lay odds that his time
was spent driving all over the country chasing Brenda Frazier. Eddie Weinberg worked in an Eastern
hotel, and now reports being able
to mix a top notch Zombi. France
and McArthur spent their time in
New York telling lies to hotel attendants, if you see them by
chance get them to tell you their
story — they'd love to! Dick Kelly
was up in the Adirondacks tutoring.
Chappy Lawton spent his time tak

ron. Filbuster spent a hard summer
preparing for his coming campaign
on the Rollins campus next spring.

KAPPA ALPHA
By Douglas Bills
X CLUB XCERPTS
hard summer, knitting for the Red
"Oh, there comes
.
By Bill Chick
Cross. Betty Berdahl has been
How Are you kid? What did you
Prexy Rodda and Ted Pitman de- practicing getting up early all sumSIGMA NU HOUSE
do this summer?" Here are a few
serve a lot of credit for taking care mer so she can make classes on
By Charles Rauscher
K.A. answers:
of this Freshman class. Both of time this year. Says Betty—"I inJack Buckwalter—"Took a repSummer news by the way of high
them say that they are worn out tend to be more conscientious this
seas comes from Borther Stephens ertory course a t Cain Park summer
what with dancing and showing year." (Heaven help us!) Betty de
who
was
with
the
Naval
Reserve
theatre
in Cleveland, Ohio."
them the town and all. What a Giers has attained her life-Ion^
for a three month's cruise.
"Shorty" Phillips—"Worked for
way to die! I hear Janet is coming ambition by holding a job this
Swift
and
Company in Ocala!"
Brother
Murphy
spent
the
sumback.
summer as chief dishwasher at the
Stock Theatre a t the ClinNat Felder—"Was a salesman in
Rocky McCorkle has a two Greasy Spoon. Wilma Tilden hit
months lead on Bob (Phi Delt) the campus this fall with a new mg care of all the httle children at ton Playhous under direction of my brother's linen supply house in
•ich.
H. Doyle Darn- I Alexander Kirkland. Of course he
leaving in a couple
Davis in that ever-recurring tri- fad: a coon skin cap—filled with an Orlando park
eks to join the Naval Reserve
angle. Did you ever try eenie-min- fraternity pins. We expect great old also participated m the care and s t o l e t h e s h o w l r o m F r a n c j . F a r m _
instruction
of
Orlando's
small
chil,
Barrymore.
Officers'
Training
Course."
e
r
a
n
d
E
t
h
e
things from Charlotte Stout in the
ie-miny-mo, Aldine?
dren at one of the playgrounds;
Brother Whitely went west to
Doug Bills—"Worked for the
Senator Hoar returns from the field of athletics this year. In fact,
now he brags of knowmg all about California this summer and devcl- Florida National Exhibits a t the
she
was
heard
to
say
that
she
incapitol with watch chain. IncidentPres Wetherel turned hay- o p e d into a Hollywood Playboy World's Fair."
ally Jawn has returned with a tends to make the football team. seed this
i.s summer and devoted his j Brother Farnsworth returned to
Don Riddle—"Studied methods of
petition to abolish the Tomokan. Dominick was seen at the Varsity
time
to
the great field of agricul- h i s a n n u a I s u m m e r j o b __ .
Spanish Inquisition in order to preWilse Whitehead has spent the (adv.) the other day, pursuing her
ture, while his Choir buddy Don counselor in a boys' camp. Need- pare for ratting." (Frosh—please
summer in a monastery raising old philosophy of eat, drink, etc.
Cram worked as a chemist for the i e s s to say, he has already regis- note!)
goats and learning how to be a M. A. Martin sends greetings from
j t e red for further studies in the
California. Jenelle is sorry to state Kational Biscu.t Company.
Wah Siddall—"Climbed telephone
cowboy.
Glamour-Boy Kasten was at his ' course of "finer things of life" poles and rode surfboards."
that
she
did
not
gain
any
weight
George Estes got ready for fishsummer
cottage
and
Prank
Grundoffered by Miss Barbara Northen
Verges VanWickle — "Traveled
ing by catching crabs off the coast this summer. The rest of the Kappa
are still in mothballs but we'll give ler had a job as swimming instruc-! Brother Pratt worked as a coun- ALL over!"
of Maine.
ter in Orlando. No report to date s e i o r i n a b o y s > C amp also, and
Alden Manchester —"Vacationed
Jack Harris spent his honeymoon you the lowdown on them
on
Kenny
Scudder,
the
recluse!
there's
a
story
about
a
revolution
a graveyard in Maine."
in Reno. (Everyone's doing it.) as we get around to unpacking
The author of the lengthy, worth- shortly after his arrival at camp
Melvin Clanton—"Went with Dr.
There was no double-wedding here them!
less b.t of scrap spent all his vaca-j Brother "Tex" Roosevelt spent Trowbridge to Nova Scotia."
as rumor that horrid little beastie,
tion writing it,
nothing at the summer on his Ranch in Texas :
Vernon Langston—"Worked for
had it. Your scribe is too sage a
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
all to talk about.
and has returned with several new a dental company in Orlando and
person to take the long walk yet
By Bob Matthews
' notches in his six-gun.
continued in aeronautics."
awhile.
PHI DELTA THETA NEWS
I Brother Hagnauer returned for
Frank Bowes, our dear mem;
Bob Blackwood—"Traveled withAudabon "11.08" MacBriar is
from Chicago, spent his time taking
By Jim Hoover
a "Look See' around thi
in the bounds of the Western Hemilooking high and low for his bird
care of a large estate near the city
After
being
away
from
Rollins
pus after spending the si
sphere, and went to work twice —
traps—has any seen the pixies?
3 reports lots of cash for very lit- for four months it really feels swell dusting clouds in an airplane while once for a whole hour and twenty
Maybe he will lose those 20 pounds
e effort. Bud Bryson, the King to be back on the shores of Lake taking the secondary course with minutes."
he acquired this summer. Francis
: Asheville, worked very hard at Virginia again. During the sum- the C. A. A. He's helping Brother
says that Wally's train was five
Grady Ray — "Was visiting in
boys camp in Noth Carolina, while mer, Bob McFall and Johnny Gian- Jim start the Varsity, and Jenelle
and one half minutes late!
Scranton, Pa., with Bob BlackMeathead Brady (a member of that tonio worked very hard for Bob's Wilhite start the college year.
wood."
Bob Whiston has been very quiet notorious Third Floor Gang) was
father making drainage pipes. Bud
l sadness we report that
Eddie Waite—"Messed around."
this summer playing golf. But what in charge of the largest playground
Minor, when not working in his , "Bubbl
Ward will not be back
lovely gal has been playing caddie in Greater Leesburg. Carnie SedlPaul Meredith—"Wore callouses
father's Shoe factory, found time with us this year. But the outsidi
on my hands on a road construction
mayr toured the country as Assist- to win the sailing championship in
Business World calls.
gang in West Virginia."
Richard Haliburton Brankert fin- ant Manager of the Royal AmeriCanandaigua, New York. "Flossie"
Does anybody know the whereally returned to college only to go can Shows. He reports seeing
Johnny Powell—"Studied voice in
Fleeger spent all of his time cam- abouts of John Pickney Sharp III ?
off again to play football. Jack many things, including some redNew York."
paigning for Wendell Willkie, inBrother Enquist spent a quiet
Myers, famed collector of fine ani- hot hula dances. Pete Crawford,
Jimmy Niver—"Vacationed in
cluding five days at the Phi Delt summer near Old Saybrook. Howmals and artistic iron-work met God's gift to the gorgeous girls,
Saranac Lake." (A bit damp, wot?)
convention in Minneapolis. Ollie
feel sure that Esso and
Bud Waddell — "Sold Waddell
srstwhile buddy in Ashville. made his body brown and husky by
Manny says that it is a swell town pursuing the trade of a carpenter. Barker and his diamond ball team Harpers will soon have him back show cases — traveled."
—so thats the way the wind Dud Darling, the last Mohican, won the state championship, and ; into the swing of things.
Joe Knowles—"Worked for my
their
third
game
1-8,
to
New
The
house
is
quietly
(?)
awaitblows!
father in Leesburg."
spent his entire time making good
Bill Justice looks Rusty this things for you to eat. Dud, as he Jersey in the nationals in Detroit. I ing the return of Brother Ruse, Major Harmon—"Stayed at our
year, but I guess things for all of tells us, was the mainstay of the Bob Davis worked for his father ; Brother Budreau, and Brother Col- camp in West Virginia."
/ill be going smooth when National Biscuit Company. Bud Al- this summer and also worked on j lins.
Red" Harris — "Worked in a
golf. Sam Hardman and Clyde I Brother "Shorty" Barnes spent cross-tie camp in North Florida."
school starts; is that right, Dean bert, our little man who seldom is
Enyart ?
there* was employed by the Union Jones spent an exciting summer ] the summer in St. Louis and Cali- Jess Gregg—"Spent the summer
Carbide Company. A. Carrow Tol- playing ball and Egyptian Rummy, fornia entertaining friends and
Los Angeles."
son, the original Baltimore Oriole, Clax Kraus evaded the draft by i worrying about baseball,
Paul Haley- "Was at the Barter
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Pledge Dana spent the past
was
not a service station operator, getting married. We know that it
Theatre in Abin
NOTICE! If anyone finds a girl
for
the
best.
Lou
Bethea
travel'
months
in
Milford,
Connecticut,
as
We are glad to
Jimmy Mcwith deep grooves under her eyes, as so many people were led to be- ed extensi vely this summer-from buyer for Milford General Store.
shaking like a leaf, please lead her lieve, but an employee of the Gold Daytona Beach to Coronoda Beach j Yours truly spent the summer in Hugh back after vorking for one
year with Brown and Sharpe.
to the Kappa house. It's Esso Oil Co. Bill Royal hasn't returned and back. Bud Hoover took History the woods of Northern W
Jack Keller joined the Flying CaPierce, poor thing—she's had a yet from his adventure but this re- courses at The University of Ak- paying bills.
dets.
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TAR FOOTBALL TEAM OFF TO FLYING START
ALONG the
SIDELINES

Rollins Crushes Teachers
In Opening Game By 53-0
Ray and Brankert Starring

ROLLINS BACKFIELD ACES

By Ted Pitman
Greetings fans—old and
We are glad to see so many of
our followers of the Tars back
again and we wish also to extend a
hearty welcome to you new fans
whom we are sure will be<
rabid Tar Rooters as those who
have proceeded you.
Once again the curtain roles up
on another colorful Rollins football season, and the moleskins and
cheerleaders megaphones emerge
from the mothballs. Rollins is looking forward to one of its best seasons. Jack McDowall, Tar Mentor
has once again rounded into shape
a formidable team, and although
hard hit by graduation, nevertheless it will give you fans as thrilling and as sensational football as
you'd find anywhere.

Intramural
Hot Intramural Girls'
Sports Will Offer
Keen Competition
Competition is
Presbyterian Easy
Victim of Machine
Expected Soon
Davidson Temporarily Halts
Victory March of Team as
Tars Fall, 19-7

Race for Gary Cup to Get
Under Way With Touch
Football This Autumn
"The teams are lined up, ready
for the kickoff. Joe Doakes runs
forward, his toe meets the ball, and
the football goes sailing through
the air". With such an announcement, (were our sports reported
over the radio). This year's intramural race for the Gary Cup would
begin, with touch football holding
the spotlight. Lambda Chi, the undefeated champs of last year, expect to repeat their victory, but
of course the other teams are going
to contest that aim throughout the
entire season.

McDowall has also brought to
Rollins as colorful a freshman team
as has been seen here in years and
much is expected from this fine
group of Baby Tars who will don
their uniforms for the first time
at Harper Shepherd field this week.
Although defeated by Davidson,
the Tars more than made up for it
by their 20 to 7 victory Friday over
a favored Presbyterian and in so
doing, served notice on our ancient
rival, Stetson, that October 11 is
going to be another tough night
for the Hatters, who twice last year
fell before the guns of McDowall's
Tars.
To you new fans we wish to point
out a few men to watch in the
Stetson game. It is hard to single
out men who are luminaries in a
team composed of so many fine
players but just to get you acquainted with some of the Rollins
pigskin toters we name a few here.
First we have the Tar's big gun
and triple threat man, Clyde Jones
full back who is a demon on the de
fense at backing up the line ant
Mannie Brankert, whose educated
toe has gotten Rollins many a valu
able point after touchdown, and
Sammy Hardman, head of the
called "scat backs" who seems
be as elusive as the proverbial eel.
Frank "The Blank" Grundler, another hard hitting line backer. "Galloping Lou" Bethea, the steam-roller back of the team, June Lingerfelt, the Tars sensational passcatching end who is also the field
general of the team, and his able
partner on the other end "Smoky
Joe" Knowles. The Tars two "tiny"
tackles, six foot seven inch Leonard
"Tiny" Phillips and six foot three
inch Mel Clanton. The ever-popular
center of the team, Johnny "The
Greek" Giantonio, got his first
taste of what a backfield man feels
when he intercepted a pass in
the Presbyterian game and got
tackled from behind—we haven't
seen John move faster than a crawl
since. Thesce are just a few, not to
mention the sophomore "Scat"
backs, Ray, Justice and Curry.
The Tars have already suffered a serious loss when their ace
punter Bob Davis received a brain
concussion in the Davidson game,
placing him on the sidelines for
the rest of the season.
Your scribe is glad to extend a
hearty welcome to our new Tennis
mentor Gordon Apgar. To many of
us Gordon's face is not unfamiliar,
as he assisted on the courts last
year but it is with real pleasure
that we find him a regular member of the Rollins coaching staff.
The Rollins racket weilders
should rank high in the college tennis ranks this year as we now have
not only an excellent coach, but
also boast three top ranking tennis
stars also. Pauline Betz, fourth
ranking women's tennis player, has
come to Rollins this year. Pauline
is familiar to Rollins and to central Florida Tennis fans as she
won the women's state championship at Orlando last year. It was
during this time that she first visited our campus and her enchanting
smile and personality quickly won
her many friends, so it is with
special pleasure that we welcome
Pauline into the sports-loving Rollins family.
Also coming to Rollins to augment our two-man team of Bob
Davis and Bill Chick, is Ed. Amark
who paired with Frank Kovac to
reach the semi-finals of the national men's tennis at Longwood this
year and Ed. Alloo, who like Amark
hails from California, and also
ranks high Nationally.

Opportunity for new women students to make their marks in intramural sports for the coming
year is wide open. Graduation and
withdrawals have played havoc
with the large "R" Club built up
to twelve members last spring. The
organization's roll has during the
summer slithered to a scant three
or four.
Fall term varsity sports—crew
and basketball—require much rejuvenating to equal last year's keen
competition. Basketball prospects
will no doubt be brightened by discovery of new material, for it is
a universal sport. Crew, contrarywise, will demand much time and
practice to revive.

ROLLINS vs. WESTERN
CAROLINA TEACHERS
Jack McDowall and his Rollins
Tars opened their 1940 gridiron
season three weeks ago in Asheville, North Carolina, with a steamroller victory over a badly outclassed Western Carolina Teachers College, 53-0 before 1500 sweltering
first game fans.
The Tar touchdown parade started when Rollins' "rampaging rabbit" Sammy Hardman tore off
tackle for a 25 yard romp to the
goal line, and the trusty toe of
Jones, galloped 24 more, and then
The disposition of the Anderson Mannie Brankert added the extra
trophy now in the hands of the InFrom then on the McDowallmen
dependents rests upon two main
contingencies: first, how the de- scored twice in each period and ran
sires of the new students distribute up a total of 354 yards by their
in registration for required physical running attack and 71 via the aerial
education courses; and second, the route.
division of potential possibilities
Sophomore Grady Ray headed the
latent in the large body of incom- Tar scoring spree with three trips
ing students when pledge day rolls into pay dirt; Mannie Brankert
around.
scored two while Sammy Hardman,
The year's program does, how- Bill Justice and Lou Bethea chipped
ever, promise to be a full one with in one each.
the All-State and Stetson playdays
The game, although rather dull
still in the hazy background of to watch, gave the Tars a good
winter and spring activities.
chance to polish their intricate attack and gave the fans a chance
to see the power that the Rollins
outfit posesses this year.
ROLLINS vs. DAVIDSON
In the second game of the season the Rollins Varsity lost a thriller to a more powerful and experienced Davidson squad by a score *
of 19-7. Strong in the first half, the
Tars faded before the constant
hammering of their rivals in the
Expense of Maintaining Team final frame.

Following football, the boys will
e action in tennis, swimming,
field events (meaning broad jumping, etc.), fencing, riflery, golf and
. All these except the last two
require individual competition and
very helpful in finding new maCLMS
uotte?
MSQAjtf MlTCfjSLL,
tea BZTrteA
terial for the varsity teams. The
These are the boys who will carry the mail for McDowall in the coming grid campaign. Merlin Mitchell, defending crew champs, the K. A.
shown in the lower right hand corner, will be conspicuous by his absence. Mitchell, 150 scat back, is a boys, will be seriously handicapped
member of the National Guard and will leave shortly to enter the Flying Corps.
by the loss of their stroke, Varsity
crew captain Don Ogilvie, who
marched down the aisle last June
to receive his sheepskin. But they
will not give up their title without
fight.
Basketball, which is becoming
a
year
later
she
began
her
sei
ore and more popular with the
Patricia Laursen, national woyears, will be the big event of the
men's skeet-shooting champion and tional career as a skeeter. That
winter term. Last year's competiRollins College junior, once again summer at Tulsa, Okla., she betion was the most exciting of all
drew national attention recently came national champion, a title she
when Life Magazine devoted its has held ever since. This summer Lack of Reserves Perplexes the sports, with the Independents
Rollins Mentor; Davis' Loss and X Club being tied for the first
sports section to a two-page photo
And Long Trips Cited as
in the nationals at Syracuse, N. Y.,
half and the Phi Delts and X Club
feature of her in action on the
Weakens Tar Backfield
Cause of Decision
again being tied for the second
skeet range, relaxing at the swim- on August 6-10 she amazed everyhalf. The Clubbers went on to win
ming pool on her father's Akron, body by shooting a near-perfect
Back from their 20 to 7 victory, the title however and with most of
At least for the time heing, the
0., estate, and in tennis costume. 199 out of 200, almost winning the
over Presbyterian with only a few their team returning to school, they ejaculation, 'Touche for Rollins"
Presenting Miss Laursen as "the men's championship as well as the minor bumps and scratches, the
expect to sweep through all the will not be heard in intercollegiworld's most beautiful athlete", a women's."
ate competetion. The school has deTars started Monday on their two other teams.
title conferred upon her in the AugCaptain of the women's All- week's preparedness program for
cided to abandon fencing as an inust 19 issue of Time magazine, Life American team this year, she is the their vital game with their 'arch | The Phi Delts, runner-ups for the tercollegiate sport.
Gary Cup, hope to repeat their Voleditors report that "she learned to
Because basketball and crew,
only girl ever to be selected for the rival, the Hatters from Stetson.
leyball victory, which sport is held both major sports, require large
shoot a rifle when she was 8, so
With only a twenty-four man in the spring.
she could go hunting with her men's All-American. She is a memfunds to support their existence in
The last event on the schedule is Rollins, due to the fact that much
father. Soon she could pop pennies ber of the Pi Beta Phi sorority at squad this year Coach McDowall is
tossed into the air. At 16 she learn- Rollins, and a prominent campus hard pressed for replacements and diamond ball, probably along with of the competetion is away from
ed to shoot a 16-gauge shotgun and leader.
he is their for stressing the condi- football the most interesting and home, it was decided that intercoltion of the men in an effort toe ut exciting of intramural sports. Last legiate fencing, a minor sport could
year, despite the victory of the In- not be maintained. No other Southdown the injury risk.
This week punting is being dependents, it decided the result of ern school has a real, good fencing
stressed as the loss of Bob Davis the Gary Cup race in favor of the team so that trips had to be made
the Tar's stellar punter has already X Club, who by virtue of a 12-11 to various schools in the North.
been felt, and Curry Brady, made victory in the last game of the The granting of fencing scholar over from half back to end, and year, gained enough points to nose
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 7)
Clyde Jones has been doing the out the Phi Delts for the Cup
lion's share of the punting, with championshipthe doorway to a Man's World

Fencing Abandoned
As Intercollegiate
Sport at Rollins

Pat Laursen, As "Most Beautiful Athlete", McDowall
Shares "Life" With International Dignitaries

Grooms
Small Tar Squad
For Stetson Game

Welcome to . . •

RUTLAND'S

FOR FAMOUS NAMES ON MEN'S APPAREL
• Society Brand
• Hart, Schaffner & Marx
• Varsity Town Clothes
• Florsheim Shoes
• Manhattan Shirts
• Dobbs Hats
110 S. ORANGE
ORLANE

Welcome Students!
We solicit your business as a home town
concern. We can give you the best of
service, Laundry, Dry Cleaning and Alterations at reasonable prices.
CONTACT JOHN GIANTONIO
OR MEL CLANTON

WELCOME . . .

Campus Agents

Students and
Faculty
East Park Avenue

A. P. CLARK MOTORS
Sales and Service
CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH
A good place to buy a Used Car
Phone 5108

Orlando

Welcome
Rollins!

OR CALL OFFICE

Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE

The Wildcats of Davidson started the scoring when they took the
ball right after the opening kickoff
and in one sustained drive marched
the entire length of the field without losing the ball once to score
and convert the extra point.
The Tars undaunted, came right
back after the kickoff and in three
perfect and sensationally executed
plays had knotted the score.
The outstanding play of the entire tussle came the first second
the Tars had the ball, when Clyde
Jones, McDowall's triple threat
man, tossed a pass to the Tars'
sure-fingered right end, June Lingerfelt, who carried the ball to the
Davidson 27 yard line. Just as June
was about to be tackled he tossed
the ball to Joe Knowles, his part(Continued on Page 8)

Winter Park
1021 W. Fairbanks Ave
Phone 413

Orlando
135 E. Church St.
Phone 3135

Phone 9184

"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

We've everything 1
for your exciting,
active college life
— from fountain
pens to d a n c e
frocks.

Dickson-Ives
The Woman's Store
ORLANDO
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Tars Take Over West Carolina
Presbyterian; Lose to Davidson

The "McDowall System" Continues to Spread

A VIEW FROM THE
RAT HOLE

(Continued from Page 7)
ner on the other end of the line,
who ran to the twenty before he
was finally brought down. A spin
ner picked up five more and tht
Jones, behind beautiful blocking,
carried the ball across on the next
play. Mannie Brankert made the
conversion and in exactly a minute
and a half after Davidson had
scored, Rollins had tied it up.
From here on the Tar offense
seemed Tto bog down and they never
clicked again as they did in those
first few minutes. Davidson meanwhile, taking advantage of this
lapse, scored once in the second
quarter, (aided by a fifteen yard
penalty) and again in the final
quarter when the Tar defense
cracked.
ROLLINS vs. PRESBYTERIAN

By Alice Newcomer
Another Orientation Week a t Rollins has introduced a new
group of students. Their reactions are typical of new arrivals;
some are home-sick; others are having the time of their lives,
but all of them are tired. On the whole though, they are enthusiastic—here is what they think:
Mary Wright—"It looks like the French Riviera, except for
the gas stations."
Clayton Grinstad—"Mental prognostication warns me not to
state my opinion before I am sure."
Mary Tilden—"I like it because everybody is so happy."
Dave Frazier—"It's a swell place."
Tic Van Duzer—"It's marvelous; people are so friendly."
Frank Grynkraut—"I vote for exterminating house bugs."
Bill Millner—"I think Chase Hole ought to be exterminated."
Betty Bundesen—"Everyone is so nice that you can't go
wrong in choosing your friends."
Yves de Chambure—"It's very different from anything we
have in Europe, and much nicer. The first week was grand, but
I'm afraid of Ratting."
Carolyn Huntsmen—"Grand, you don't have time to get bored
or homesick."
Bower Corwin (transfer)—"Best college I've ever attended."
Sue Turner—"Orientation Week is too long."
Tad Cist—"It's a little different from M. I. T."
Munroe Griffin—"No other college can begin to compare
with it."
Carole Robertson—"I like it; everyone is so sweet to you."
(EVERYone? Including the Rat Committee?)
Harriet Smerling—"Neatest place I ever saw."
Naiwy Thurman—(PROFESSORS PLEASE NOTE)—"I am
anxious for classes to start." (Ed: Please Page Ripley!)
Jane Cotton—"The rats (four legged) ate my candy before
I could get to it." (Ed.: Four legged, we hope!).
John Newmark—"I like the decorations that the girls' dormitories have."

LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL COACHED BY TWO FORMER ROLLINS MEN
No greater tribute can be paid to a coach than to have his pupils sought after by other schools as
coaches. The Winter Park High School team pictured above is being groomed for the current season by
Willie Daugherty, able end on the 1939 Tar aggregation and Jim Mobley, a Rollins backfield ace of yesteryear. But that's not all, by a long shot. It's beginning to look as though every high school in Florida
will be coached by McDowall-proteges if the list continues to grow. There's Snooks Mclnnis at Bradenton,
Joe Justice at Winter Haven, Rick Gillespie at Sanford, Carl Thompson at Belle Glade, Ollie Daugherty
at New Port Richey, Paul Bouton at Orlando and Dick Turk at Clewiston, all turning out boys drilled in
the McDowall

from substitute end to the guard F e n c i n g A b a n d o n e d
birth where his play in the last
game drew very favorable comment
A s Sport a t Rollins
from
the fans.
(Continued from Page 7)
With the Stetson game two weeks
(Continued from Page 7)
Billy Justice the sophomore ace, off the Tars are taking advantage
coming along fast. Billy has been of the extra time to polish their
ships was also necessary in order
booting some long one this week offensive and strengthen the line
to assure us of good material.
out at Harper Sheplerd.
play which was noticably weak
In the past, Rollins has had one
Another change from last year around the tackle positions last
of the finest fencing teams in the
was the shift of Carl Sedlmayer week.
East and enjoyed great success in
its trips up North. Attempts have
been made recently to organize the
sport in Florida and it is somewhat
of a shame that this work can not be
continued but the question of money
has always been a rather touchy
one. All we can hope is that fencing
will return to Rollins as an intercollegiate sport in the near future.
In the meantime it will be taught
as a regular feature of the physical education program. There is
also some possibility that it may
Advertised Cosmetics
be included in the Intramural pro• Drug Sundries and Toiletries
gram.

McDowall Grooms
Small T a r Squad

Y

OU are cordially
invited to inspect our

Nationally

•

Jerry

The Rollins Tars unleashed a
powerful and brilliant running attack and uncovered a great triplethreater in Clyde Jones, as they
romped over Presbyterian College
20-7 in a night battle before 500
shivering fans last Friday.
The Tars, paced by the sparkling
pass combination of Jones to Hardi, tallied in all quarters but the
third and dominated the picture except for a five minute period in the
third when the Blue stockings, on
a long pass and a power drive,
fought their way from the midfield
marker to tally their only score.
First Score
In the first period the Tars
started a drive from their own 17
that resulted in the first tally.
Jones raced over left tackle for 19
yards. Hardman on a reverse from
the versatile Jones heaved to Hardman for 25 yards, putting the ball
on the 15. Lou Beathea galloped
off right tackle for the tally, and
Earl Brankert converted.
Early in the second period Brankert intercepted Meisky's pass and
the Tars were off again. Bethea
picked up 11, Davis added 10 then
Jones and Hardman started a
line-play collaboration that carried to the four. Justice plunged
over from this point, and Brankert's expert toe again added the
point.
The Blue Stockings came back

after the half intermission with
new vigor and launched their most
effective play. Triple-threat Dick
Meisky recovered Hardman's miscue on the midfield stripe. Meisky
then tossed to J. C. Coleman, who
lateraled to Jack Milam putting the
ball on the Rollins 21. Rock Mitchell, of Tallahassee, Fla., in five
line smashes plowed to the two,
and Meisky pushed over. Frank
Sutton kicked a perfect placement.
Brankert Scores
Midway in the final stanza
Jones, standing on the Rollins 48
tossed a forward to Hardman and
repeated to advance the ball to
the 28. Brankert in a beautiful
piece of broken field running raced
over. Brankert's kicking accuracy
failed him, and the score was 20-7.
Rollins
Pos.
Pressb. Col.
LE
Lingerfelt
Evans
Clanton
LT
Gibson
Darnold
LG
Fleishman
C
Giantono
Ratterree
RG
Bryson
Flanders
RT
Phillips
Coleman
R
Knowles
QB
Hardman
Meiskey
Jones
LH
Mitchell
RH
Bethea
Tannery
Brankert
FB
Church
Officials: Referee, Kain (Alajama); umpire Lutz (Navy); head
inesman, Drag an (Wofford); field
judge, Fennell (The Citadel).
Score by periods:
Rollins
7
7 0
6—20
0 7
Presbyterian ~ 0
0—7
Scoring
touchdowns
Meisky,
Brankert, Beth ea, Justice.
Points after touchdo vn: Brancert
(2), placements; Sutton
(placement).
TARS WIN REGATTA
Rollins was not idle in the athletics this summer as your former
sports editor, Wendy Davis and
your present one, combined to win
the intercollegiate yacht race held
at Marblehead. The seagoing Tars,
ng as a guest crew, won the
regatta quite handily from eight
other colleges, including Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, M. I. T., the former champ, Brown, Michigan, Bowdoin and Trinity, with a total of
four firsts, a third and a fourth.

Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobaccos

Collier

AT THE FOUNTAIN AND FOOD BAR

E f f i c i e n t C u r b Service in R e a r
Quick Deliveries
P h o n e s 246 — 9162

Frances Slater

Mackie's Little Campus
538 E. PARK AVE.

San Juan Hotel Bldgs

COOLER, MILDER, BETTER-TASTING
. . that means Chesterfield
I h e r e ' s a whole World's Series of
good smoking in Chesterfields.. .that's w h y
it's the smoker's cigarette. T h e best tobaccos
in all of Tobaccoland . . . blended together
for MILDNESS, COOLNESS and BETTER TASTE.

Do you smoke the
cigarette that SATISFIES

ORLANDO

Welcome
to all Rollins' Staff and Students who
were here last year, and especially those
who are here for the first time we extend
a hearty welcome.

You Are Just in Time

LOOK

to attend our formal showing of the
1941 Ford, Mercury and Lincoln
Zephyr.

In Your
STYLEPARK
the dates and pla
> show the "ROLLINS
Light- toned felt bind. hat you'll like for its looks, 1
nake the "Wingback" ;
t you'll be proud
Sold Exclusively hy

$5

C L A R E N C E B R O W N , Inc.
San Juan Hotel BIdg.

NOW ON DISPLAY

HEINTZELMAN'S
Livingston and State
ORLANDO

hestefii

MORE AND MORE... AMERICA SMOKES
THE CIGARETTE THAT SATISFIES

